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STATE NEED STATEMENTS AND EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

IN CITIZEN EDUCATION: FINAL REPORT

As part of its conceptualization and planning effort, the Citizen

Education component of Research for Better Schools, Inc. (RBS) has worked

with each state in its region (Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania)

to help develop a need statement regarding citizen education for that

state and to set citizen education-related objectives for the state

within the context of the current school improvement program.

The purpose of this report is to document the events of the past

six months which have been cooperatively pursued by RBS and the three

states in its region ps the need statements and objectives have been

i/
developed. The report includes sections on the national perspective on

citizen education and tri-state needs and goals in citizen education.

A summary of the status of-the relationship between Research for Better

Schools and the three states concludes the report. Several appendices

follow the report and provide documents that elaborate on the events

described.

The National Perspective on Citizen Education

Recent literature reveals a'resurgent interest in education for

citizenship across the United States. Butts calls citizen education

"the oldest newest innovation in the schools" (Butts, 1977), and reviews

the concerns and arguments with which educato:t's- must deal in determining

a focus for citizenship education into the 1980's. The federal government
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as well as several private foundations, have sponsored conferences and

meetings across the country to determine the needs of and to 'recommend

the resolutions for responsible citizenship. A National Task Force ons.

Citizenship Education has been working in Washington to, chart what is

happening nationally and to advise the administration on the soundest

approaches to correcting the difficulties of a post-Watergate and post-

Vietnam America.

Translating goals for the nation into directives for local edu-

cators is a concern of many groups: legislatures,zstnte education

agencies, and professional organizations. Such translation in citizen

eduction has been a recent concern of the Council of Chief State School

Officers which established a Committee on Citizenship Education in 1976.

(See Appendix 1.) The Committee's report underlines the national need

for activity in this area and sites decline of citizen actiin as one of

the pressing national problems, as well as increased violence and crime.

Further, the Committee calls for an expanded concept of citizenship to

,serve the nation's global 'role, as well as to redefine the citizen's

position in the complexities of modern society. The committee's report

pc>

includes.' suggestions for state and local authorities to carry out act-,

ivities that can improve the national situation. Private organizations

such as the American Bar Association and commercial publishers are alerted

to join the effort.

Professional educational organizations have stressed citizen edu-

cation'activities in local sites, too. The National Council for the

r--
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Social Studies devoted much of their 1978 annual meeting to citizen

education and published several books on the topic. State councils

across the country issued position statements that reinforced the National

Council (see Appendix 2) policy and advocated a program for the total

school environment and for community involvement, as well._ Other national

groups, such as the Association for Curriculum Development and-the Moral

Education Association, have raised citizenship concerns in topics such

as equity education and values formation, and have pursued these interests

in their national and regional conferences.

The work of the National Assessment of Educational Progress has

periodically provided assessment data on citizenship behavior. Every

three years, their results on testing 13-and 17-year olds on various

aspects of citizen knowledge and attitude are made available to the

nation's educators. Recently, their data on 1976 tests showed several

,"t- areas of concern for those who prepare the nation's citizenry for active,

adult lives. (See Appendix 3.) The question remains: What are state

agencies going to do with this information?

In summary, citizen education and the problems of preparing effective

future participants of American society have,become major concerns of

many nationally-oriented groups and organizations. State ad local

agencies have been encouraged to direct their immediate planning in this

area, to determine need in their states and to develop goals and objectives

for sound_ programs in the field of citizenship. The activities over the

past six months in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware should be seen
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in terms of this background of a national perspective and with regard to

the educatiOnal'research concerns that are inherent' in educational

program development.

Tri-State Needs and Goals 1 Citizen Education

During the past six months all three states of the tri-state region

have established state planning groups to guide the policy and to determine

the activities of the collaborative research and development effort in

.citizen education between their state and Research for Better Schools.

In two states, Pennsylvania and'New Jersey, the same steps of

dialogue between RBS and the state Departments of Education have been

pursued. Definition of what citizen education means has been an active

topic of discussion at planning group meetings. Both states saw the need

to carry the discussion to a larger citizen group, to a conference at

which many sectors of Pennsylvania or New Jersey society were represented.

Both states saw it necessary to relate their thinking on citizen education

to their existing school improvement programs such as Project 81 and

Educational Quality Assessment in Pennsylvania, and "thorough and efficient"

education in New Jersey. (See State Citizen Education Planning Groups:

Final Report, May 31, 1978.) Both states identified a requisite to

establish need for citizen education in their state and to begin to

develop goals or objectives for such education in terms of that need.

Similarly, they also both stressed the importance of relating their own

state's activity to academic research and to a sound knowledge base on

what citizen education is in_current social or-behavioral terms.
_
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The two state conferences held during the past six months are the

best synopses of the substance of concerns raised in Pennsylvania and

New Jersey in initiating their statt efforts in citizen education. In

Pennsylvania, (see Appendix 3) criteria for state objectives were set

by the conference participants, as well as general objective areas.

Strategies for developing a statewide effort were discussed and ways of

integrating the new thrust is citizen education with ongoing programs of

the Pennsylvania Department of Education were suggested. Future

guidance for the Pennsylvania planning groups was also a by-product of

the Harrisburg meeting.

The New Jersey conference was launched with a need statement from

the Commissioner of EducatiOn underlining citizen concerns in New Jersey

as the philosophical base for all education in the state. The futures

orientation and the workshop aspects of the New Jersey meeting set the

stage, for a meaningful exchange among the participants. (See Appendix,4.)

The afternoon session of the conference concentrated on developing an

extensive list of outcomes that participants envisioned New Jersey

citizens should be able to do as they approached the twenty-first century.

How the state planning groups should achieve. this was not yet well

elaborated.

In Pennsylvania and New Jersey, then, the bases of need for and the

goals of citizen education have been formed. Much more integrative-work-

_ .

on the_part-of-the state planning groupS is called for. For instance, in

Pennsylvania the results of Educational Quality Assessment and the



National Assessment of Educational Progress data should be analyzed for

Pennsylvania's students. In New Jersey,. strategies for organizing the

citizen education effort within the long-range "thorough and efficient"

education plan must still be worked out. But where the goals are parallel

and the objectives clear, there should be no difficulty in developing a

common program.

In Delaware, activities in citizen education are focused in the new

state priority that seeks to serve two ends: information to education

decision makers and increased stuaent acbievement. That there is need to

have such a priority in Delaware's planning for the years ahead has

recently been established. (See Appendix 6.) Exadtly what goals or

objecttves will serve such a priority is yet to be determined. The

Delaware Department of Public instruction is.discussing a statewide meeting

with Research for Better Schools and it is anticipated that at such a meet-

ing more exciCt objectives for citizen education in the state can be

formulated.

Summary

Research for Better Schools has worked with all three states of the

tri-state region in developing need statements and'educational objectives

in citizen education. That need exists in the citizen area has been

---aftirmed in all three states. Conferences in Pennsylvania and New Jersey

have resulted in goals expressed for these states in terms of ongoing

school- improvement programs. Objectives have been generated by conference

participants from various public and private sectors of both states. In

Pennsylvania, strategies have been suggested for integrating a citizen



education effort wfzh ongoing statewide educational programs. Planning

groups in both states need to pursue these plans further.

In Delaware, the new state priority in citi-en education is just

being proposed to the State Board. The relevaace of the new priority to

the national perspective on citizen education is strongly felt. The

Delaware planning group must plan the direCtinn it wants the priority to

take over the next five year period. Tivrto, is a strong chance, at this

time, that thr.y will advocate a statewide conference jointly sponsored

with Research for Better Schools during the next academic year. As the

new priority program develops in Delaware, and as the desegregation plans

of the state are implemented, the focus of such a meeting is likely to

emerge.

-\
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EFFECTIVE CITIZENSHIP
EDUCATION:

A Basic Goal of Education
in the United States

1976
Committee on Citizenship Education

Council of Chief State School Officers
(Reprinted by permission)

."A people who mean to be their own governors must arm
themselves with the power which knowledge gives." With
these words, James Madison expressed a concept of citizen
education Which many Americans. have-held tio-m--the-e-any---Even-the-right-to-vote-.-which-in_this. t ation_r_equires little

effort. is not exercised by many Americans. Even women's
suffrage and the lowered voting age has not substantially im-
proved the situation. Many nonvoters, when asked why they
tailed.to vote in a recent electiOn, cited lack of interest in poli-
tics as their reason. Surveys also reveal that few Americans
have an in-depth understanding of how the government
works, and many citizens do not recognizeor support someof
the basic rights found in the United States Constitution.
Unfortunately, the lack of concern for fundamental rights is
not rest: icted to "ordinary" citizens. as the Watergate episode
illustrated,

Not only do many Americans tail to participate in political
decision-making. but many have shown a tendency to dis-
regard their. responsibilities to others and to Icing-cherished
institutions. In many instances, individuals have turned their
backs on others in peed. not wanting to get involved,and
some people have tried to secure their demands through
destruction of properly and a disregard for the rights and
basic needs of others. These current-day societal problems
have implications for, and point up the necessity' of, more

.effective. citizenship education.. -

There is a gap betweenthe goals for citizenship and sciirie
the practices of citiiens..This may be Partially due to 01.
fact that Citizenship education:in many casei, is firreted.tofri; ,.

the--classroorn study of state and national history and govern-
ment Thal concept of citizenship, education needs to be
expander# to include activities which promote citizen par--

11-Cipatien not only in the political decision-making process.
but alSo,in the areas of-social awareness and group respons-
ibilities.

10
Despite lack of agreement on the precise meaning of the

term. "the good citizen," there are some comrnon assump-
tions regarding the purposes of citizenship education
namely citizenship education should:

1) Contribute to the student's knowledge and under-
standing of civic affairs and political institutions and
processes:

2) increase the student's understanding of personal re=
sponsipitilies and rights 'and the rights of others:

3) Raise the student's awareness of citizen-group activi-
ties and goals and their significance;

4) Contribute.toward the student's responsible participa
lion in civic affairs.

In American schools our students now engage in a variety
or activities related to citizenship education. Oi'sPile Ilresr
school efforts. research studies 'reveal Continuing areas of
weakness in citizen action. For example, a large proportion of
Americans participate little, if at all, in the political processes.

days of this Republic to the present. Thus, in our country_
Americans have Considered universal education to be a
prerequisite for the succ.ess of the "American political experi-
ment." Indeed, much of the effort in American education,:
'including the teaching of the "3 R's", can be interpreted as the
preparation of citizens for civic obligations. State laws have
required instruction in federal, stale and local government. In
addition, elementary teachers and secondary teachers of
social studies have planned and conducted instructionalacti-
vities relevant to citizenship educalion that usually go far
beyond mandated requirements,

It is the intention of the Council of Chief Stale School
Officers to reaffirm, through this paper, the position that a
primary function of public schools in this nation is to prepare
Students for responsible citizenship, with emphasis on parti-
cipation in thr.. political process and in the betterment of .

society. Such a position is particularly important now, for
public isSires:in their increasing complexity are non6thelest
of vital interest to our citizens. if they are to understand and
function eflectiveiy in conlempoiary society. The ideals of
liberty, justice arid equality today depend more. than ever on
.an enlightened citizenry. Whether' the American social and
politicatenvironment will he onewhere people in futureyears
can live and flourish in freedom 'elates directly to how well
our schools fulfill their obligation of preparing students for
their roles a re,po.nsrible decision:makers and concerne(t
cit it ens.

This paper has three sections. each of thith addresses a
broad question lor renewing effectivenewss in citizenship
education.

The current status of citizenship education
Goals for citizenship education
How might the Nation improve citizenship education?

I. THE CURRENT STATUS' OF
.CITIZENSHIP 'EDUCATION

Although Laizr.oship education has beer a major concern
of the united States' thinuithout its history. Americans by no
means rig, en on what "effective citi7eholp-.1s,er how it is
zeconspli:tied Terms' such as. "obedient," "laic abidim,;."

participant," "reformer," and ''inforrned" are all used to
describe "the (Pod citron." However, if asked to define
rank those terms in describing "the pried
mirth( hurt it difficult to teach anagiceinent-Pertcvas

C,111
ptt(:! ' (;:' ft ciedorein a derriociati

extellift; for the indivel at the hlit to define "the gc),:.d
stud "effective ciliien:-.up," eacti tit his own way

1_3

We need riot look back to a time v., hen good citizenship
existed in this Nation. or when': good civic education was
prar.liced, for those tirrityereprobably ne% er really asgood
as. iiVe rernerntier.-Wifzit-WJ-rin.ist. do; hovVever:f5-consider-Itie'c-
basiOnrinciples of American ecivernment as they relate to the

o; society today in defining goals for effectok.,
citizeie.Thip education. and. !Kim this'cons'.deration, plan
activities which. promote the individual's participation in the
political decision- making process and in the social con-
struction of a better society for all citizens.

-11. -GOALS FOR CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION
T het.".ouncil of Chief State S.:hool 011icers :',"Opoce; that al.

schootc. consider. the seven gnat7 for effective cit.: err,hio..
education listed belOw: Follev.ing each gOlit ale statements `



which illustrate the meaning of the gnat Underlying those
goals and their illustr I(Lions is the assumption that citizenship
education should not only deal with the rights of the individ-
ual citizen, but must also deal with the responsibilities of the
individual for the betterment of society through participation
in civic arid group affairs. The goals and objectives are pres-
ented in general terms, partly to stimulate further discussion.
and partly because it is questionable whether ecLicators
Should be Overly specific in delineating these particular goals
and objectives or in assigning priorities to them. II is simply
not the function of public schools in a free ssciety to tell stu-
dents what to think and do in arras of controversy, rather they
should help students understand the issue, the probable con-
sequences, and the different points of view so that they are,
able to make well-informed decisions and act responsibly. Wei
must not forget that cherished valiieslike fieedoK justice,
equality, and general welfare often conflict in specific cases
and that intelligent adults Often differ on how those cases
should be resolved (e.g., the Supreme Court has its dissenting
'opinions).

.Not only are the goals general, but the terms used to

4 I he effective citizen should understand the structure.
Iiinctiona. and actual processes of governments, whichelude
..Understanding basic purposes of government:
Understanding the need for a variety of political opi-
nions in democratic governments:

.Understanding the roles 'played by interest groups in
democratic political processes;

Understanding that democracy is dependent upon citi-
zen involvement:

--Accepting and fulfilling civic responsibilities related to
the effective functioning of government.

5. The effective citizen should understand that civic action is
essential and that he or she should participate actively in
civic improvement, which includes.
Recognizing that each person's civic participation is

important;
Understanding the many different ways by whict, one

can personally and practically participate in activities
which lead to civic improvement;

Participating in planning, implementing, and evaluating
express these goaTs-fre-to-be-understood-in-their_broades_t activities for civic imprOvements;

Assisting others TridoVetb-pin-g-civicskillsain-developing
their personal set of values, in achieving their

meanings. For example, "citizen," as used in this paper, refers
not only to those who by law are citizens, it refers also to
people living in the United States as aliens, but still share
ninny of the same rights and civic obligations that our legal
Citizens have. The term "civic skills" also has a broad
meaning, referring not only to skills needed to participate
intelligently in the political systeni as voter. jury member,
politician, or lobbyist, but also to skills needed to participate
effectively in groups that play important roles in determining
the quality of life in our society. "Civic skills" includethe
ability to make accurate. critical evaluations of media infor-
mation as well as those abilities involved in listening. commu-
nicating ideas. and encouraging othrirs to express. them-
selves all skills needed for constructive participation in
sociatgroups.

SEVEN GOALS FOR
CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION

1. The effective citizen should demonstrate concern for the
dignity and well-being of self, family, and otheis.-which
includes:

Treating others with respect and offering help when
needed.

-.-:;Supporting equal opportunity for all;
. Considering the consequnicas of one's behavior on the

-dignity.and well-being of others.

2. The effective citizen should supplut the concept of Dover-
nailer, by law and oppose unjust applications. which in-
cludes.
Understanding Ihe need for law:
--Understanding-the processes_by. which laws..are made

andcliantrd.
Supporting law enforcement by apprcrolate

kelp finsaid the reviion or repeal of Jaws.

3. lhr effec.tive citizen should siaijice re.31its and lit,efams
impuitant which rIchid:-
--fivciljzii...ing and (Whiling tthical and ma; .11 commit-

merits;
--ftecnraienli.1 arid undeiclanding constitetional

filltiCip!VS ;tn! r1(ilots,
Applyiaa ptineipft-: and light:, in eiakiri,1

and pingirin ptitilicat eamei.
Acting iiiihnid the iigtif; of alt people

6.

and
potential.

The effective citizen should have an understanding eland
concern for world affairs; as well as national, state, and
local civic issues, which includes:
Recognizing that social, economic, and political con-
. flicts exist;
Recognizing and understanding how world. national,

state. arid local events acid Vends ace Often interrelated;
Understanding how civic-policies affect people's lives;
Being aware of major civic problems. considering alter7

native solutions, and seeking ethical ways to cope with
and/orresolve the problems.

Making serious efforts to keep informed about civic
issues of importance.

7. The effective citizen should use rational processes when
making civic' decisions, which include:
Identifying the issues involved, and recognizing v. hich

values (liberty. freedom, equality, justice. peace, etc). if
any,- are in conflict;

Seeking relevant information and alternative view-
points'on tant Questions:

Evaluating civic communications and actienS carefully
as a basis for forming and changing ones own Jews,

-- Acting responsibly, and being able to justify opinions
and actions.

. Ill. HOW MIGHT THE NATION IMPROVE
EDUCATION?

There are many ways citizenship education might be urn-
proved in the United States. The following suggestion:, arc
providt-d fer-consideration:.

1. Slate and local tioaids of education and various national.
state. and local or elr.izations or professional educ.vors
conIct.indicat sejTort of this papi..riar crep.e trier .,awn
discussion paper Fn rffecvi cilizi;r1511:p

2. The U. S Commissioner of Educzition could eiganize
arid hold national cnriteri-,cs in cider :J Ert`:nte
r(..r.:,,:nrIlf:1'.1Orlt. ("1 PICIW Nth,C3t1?!1,' "i:111

bc. 1;:1:110Ved I he Arnia icon Par Arieciat.zin arid
and loc.al liar as.;riceitions, aS we:: as other riat..lie.
enalias. could tiv among trio participants in such con-
feromaa,,

11



3. Model programs of citizenship education could be
identified and disseminated so that those programs. or
parts thereof. that aro easily exported may be imple-

.,mented by districts that find the programs compatible
with their philosophies of citizenship education.

4. A TV special could bo developed similar to the National
Citizenship Test that was produced by CBS in 1965.
Possible funding sponsors might include: the major
networks, the U. S. Office of Education, the Education
Com Mission of the States, the Council of Chief Stale
School Officers, private foundations, civic and labor
groups, or professional, legal and educational groups.
The Bicentennial year or decade would be an excellent
time for this activity.

5. Regional and state conferences, involving lay people.
students, and educatoia, might be organized to discuss
and consider the questions raised in this paper.

6. Curriculum developers and publishing companies have
developed citizenship education curriculum materials
(textbooks, filmstrips, video-cass.etles, simulations, et
cetera). These materials could be listed in an annotated

. bibliography which related the materials to each of.the
even-goats, and-the_bibliograp_hy disseminated to ap-

bropriate local educators.
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hospitals. departments of education, police departments,
environmental organizations, and labor and business
organizations.)

1 he eight suggestions above might be discussed in a variety
of ways throughout the nation. They may be used separately
or in combination. It is our hope that the ideas will be refined
in discussion and expanded with the result that citizenship
education in the United States will be improved significantly.

Programs to encourage young people to-register andlo
vote could be developed and implemented in high
schools and collegei. Other forms of meaningful politi-
cal participation might be provided for young people, .

such as: observing state and local boards in action:
serving on advisory councils: and service opportunities
with selected governmental offices at local, state, and
nation& levels.

8. Local school personnel.could examine conditions in
their own schools to see whether they 'Promote the
values of a ..democratic society oy helping students
develop increased maturity in dealing with meaningful
issues. Such conditions that might be examined locally
are .suggested by the questions below:

Are students given the opportunity !dotter ideas for im-
provement? Are the ideas of students treated with ,.71

respect? Are students encouraged to hear and evaluate
the ideas of their classmates?

Are students giver, increased'iesporisibilities in school
as they get older? As they get older, do they have more
opportunitito inllucnce decisions that affect them in the
classroom and school?

Are students expected to live up to obligations they have
. to the school and their classmates?

-ArtraC.CiSi7n-Matarig plecesses-of-thiS-and-otners-ocie-
ties studied with an emphasis en realism, on recent
scholarship, and on how the actual decision-making
processes relate to principles of constitutional govern-
ment? --'

students study policy qUe.C.tions that pose funda-
mental issues in this society? Pour. Stier study help stu-
dents Understand CTmllrcling political values and ottlir
comple.ities7 Does it help suidt,iits develop productn
inquiry and decision-making strategies?

civiely active. ri.00.2 involved an-vviiintf-ers to at.,.;1!.!
the ,11:.K.iwr in spiicific instruct:final activipes9 Ale
studi:nt.; offered into' nstrip,..; in ennuriti:i!ty sonic

proqani, in goveriunent civic
twins? (''nisi, experiences C011id intriiristyps for
credit In pla.--esas courts, rpnirrivnprit

J
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POSITION STATEMENT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA
COUNCIL FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES
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THE PENNSYLVANIA COUNCIL FOR/THE SOCIAL STUDIES

POSITION-STATEMENT: CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION

It is the official position of the Pennsylvania Council for the
Social Studies that the main purpose of social studies education is to
prepare students for effective citizenship in the many communities in
which he/she must function successfully. The student must be educated
.to'becoMe an effective citizen of the family, school, local, state,
national and global communities.

The education of students for effective citizenship in the diverse
and interreldted communities in which he/she is to live requires a
coordinated, K-12, curricular program with three basic-components:
'kills, knowledge, and attitudes. These three components should be
systematically developed within each course offering and.. throughout the
curriculum as a Whole.

14

Given our position on citizenship education, courses in American
studies, world cultures, minority studies, our legal'system,'the in
dividUal social sciences and intergroup relations (to name a few) would
be included in a citizenshiprieducation program. A Social Studies Department's
citizenship education program should not be so narrow as to consist of
only Civics and U.S. History course, and conversely it'should not be so
broad as to include such courses as Driver's Education and Public Speaking
for these latter courses-rightfully rest in the domains of other departments.
In all courses, heavy emphasis should be placed on the development and
application of thinking, problem-solving, and interpersonal/intergroup
skills. The application of learnings should include student involvement
in community studies and activities.

While the SOcial StudieS Department rightfully assumes a leadership
role ina_district's citizenship education effort,- the total school-and
community must ahare the responsibility forthis effort.

The Pennsylvania-Council for the Social Studies, as the professional
organization-devoted exclusively._ to promoting social studies education
and serving social studies educators, stands ready to play-a leadership
role in the effort toward improving citizenship education in Pennsylvania.

°
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FOR A.M. RELEASE, FEB. 2, 1978
0

WASHINGTON, D.C.

During the first half of the 1970s U.S. teenagers:'

. Shmed.declines in their knowledge of the structure and function ofs'

government.

. Lost ground in their understanding of and willingneSs to partidipate.in

the political process.

. Mixed successes with declines in recognizing and valuing constitutional

rights.
, .

Aloweveri through-the turbUlent era- that included the Vietnam warithe'Watergate

scandal and campus. riots, some of these same young students gained in showing

respect for the poor and foi people of other races, in understanding the need

for law in a democratic society and in deScribing ways to avoid future wars.

.:.lennissicncitholS40s

National A-scieoornt h. funded by Ow National Center for EiLention StraisticA, Office of the.
Atsistent ..t-erre tory for Eilueonon, Ocn.srunent of Health. Ethication and IVelfor.

and to unitCr con true( with the. Educution Commitslon of the StatC.i.
I
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NATIONAL ASSESSMENT Radio - 2

These are among major findings reported by the National Assessment

of Educational Progress (NAEP),. which is funded by. the.'Nafional Center for Education

Statistics. The assessments found changes in political knowledge and attitudes

among the.nation's 13- and 17-year-olds between the early '.70s and 1976. About_

145,000 teenagers participated in the surveys.

The 1976 study found that the ability.to explain the basic concept Of

democracy had declined 12 percentage points for 17-year-olds and-11 percentage

points for 13-year-olds.

Although the second assessment of citizenship and social studies was

conducted during &Presidential election year, considerable uncertainty existed

about how Presidential candidates are selected:- On one itell; measuring such

knowledge, 17=year-olds' performance

from-50%-to 56%;

showed a sharp ]A percentage-point decline-,

National Assessment also found that-knowledge of local.government dropped.

,,
"Approximately 70% of the 17-year--olds identified their state's-governor in 1976,

a decline of 13 percentage points from_some six years earlier. When asked about

..\

a state assembly, 55% in 1976 identified it as belonging to the legislative branch_ _

of government, a de-Cline of 14 percentage points .--A substantial 22% in 1976

rep1icd "I dotIt-Ititown to the question- The percentage of students feeling they

. ,

could influence theirjocal government also declined, while the percentage feelingr

they could influence the national government increased.

2O

. _
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NATIONAL ASSESSMENT Radio 3

The assessments asked whether students recognized constitutional rights

and whether they supported them. Performance on one.item, concerning the rights,

of the accused, improved by 20 percentage points for 13-year-olds. According to

the report, explanations for the change can only be suppositionS, but the number

of television shoes featuring police and lawyers, as well as a marked increase

-:---in-statewide citizenship and law-related education projects, might contribute to

the improvement.

National ASSessment is funded by the National Center for Education Statistics

and is under contract with the Education Commission of-the States.

-30-

EDITOR'S NOTE: A news conference on the citizenship and social studies assessment
will be-held-WedFleSday, Feb. 1, 2_p.m., in the Adams Room, Lobby Level, International

'Inn, 10 Thomas Circle, NW, Washington, D.C.

A limited supply of Changes in Political 15iowledge and Attitudes, 1969-76 is
available from National Assessment offices, 1860 Lincoln St., Denver, Colo. 80295.
For press copies, contact GZoria Frazier or Jeanine Bays, ,(303) 861-4917.

The public may order the report ,from the same address for $2.45 per copy. A
previous report, Education for Citizenship: A 3icentennial Survey, at $2.35 per con;
also is available.
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DRAFT

PROCEEDINGS OF CITIZEN EDUCATION CONFERENCE__._
Harrisbutg,--Pennsylvania

February 14, 1978

The Citizen Education component of ReSearch for Better Schools,

Inc. (RBS) is exploring the possibility of establishing a partner-

.-ship with statewide school improvement ptograms in a tri-state area

(Pennsylvania, New:Jersey, and Delaware) in order to assist those

states in their effOrts to enable students to become more effective

participants In democratic society. One of the first outcomes of

this exploration of RBS and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was a

conference on citizen education, convened by Robeit,L. Schell, Chair-

person of the Pennsylvania Citizen Education.Committee. The confer-

ence was neld on February 14, 1978, in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

':--attendance were members of the State.Department of Education, members

Of the Citizen Education component of RBS, representatives from other

state educational and public service organizations, and an..adminintrative

----;,assistant from the state legislature.

The objectives of the-conference were:

To explore the need for and the, possible scope of citi-

: zen education;

To develop tentative objectives for citizen education;

To explore the interest in establishing a statewide

commitment to citizen education;

To generate ideas concerning procedures for the crea-

tion of a. statewide citizen educatiorCeffort.

21
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DeSpitethe fact that attendance was reduced because of a heavy snowstorm,

the conference was successful in meeting these objectives. The persons

who were able to attend expressed a need for citizen education and a com-'

mitment to responding to this need, as well specific suggestions as to

what the scope of citizen education should be. They also expressed a com

mon sense of direction for their efforts. Their interest and enthusiasm

in suggesting directions for citizen education in the Commonwealth and

objectives for a citizen education program were limited --only, by the amount

of time alloted to the small group. working sessions. There was also a gen-

erally positive reaction from the participants to the other conference sess-
,

ions.

What.follows is a transcription of the addresses presented at the con-

ference (slightly edited for the printed page), a report on the work of the

small discussion groups, and a report of the summation given at the end of

the conference.

WELCOME TO PARTICIPANTS

The parilcipants at the conference wereiwelcomed by Frank S. Manchester,

Commissioner for Easic Education in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Dr.

Manchester reviewed the need for citizen education programs in the state and

outlined the ways in ,which the state department .of education, through Pro-

ject 81, has begun to,respond to thode needs. His address is given below.

During my last year as, superintendent of a suburban school district7,out-
-,

side Philadelphia, an eighth-grade teacher_gave her students a test on their

knowledge of government. The results were, as you might predict, somewhat

disastrous. These eighth-grade students, whO had come., through the social

studies curriculum which we had spent a number of years devising,
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simply were not prepared to answer some pretty basic questions about

their own government. For instance, they did not know that there rg?.

three branches of government in this country.

More recently the educational Quality Assessment (EQA) program

[of the-Pennsylvania Department of Education] repeated the test for the

citizenship goal, this time including some knowledge elementd as well as

the attitudinal items used previously. As I recall the results, in *sae

-fifth -grade test the studentS were asked to name the capital of the state

of Pennsylvania. About 30 to 40 percent of the students didn't know.'

Some thought it was Philadelphia, which may be understandable. A few

thought it was Washington. A number of them possibly correctly picked

Harrisburg by chance.

The National Assessment of Educational Program (NAEP) report which

appeared a week or two ago clearly indicated the same kinds of results

across the nation in terms of basic informat4on about the American govern-

ment and voters' responsibilities. The director of NAEP, speaking at a

recent Project 81 conference, said that there had been .a slight increase

in the reading and math scores, but in citizenship therresults showed a

marked decline.

As I consider these test results, I am led to recall the long period
s.

before I came to the Commissioner's job, when I waslWorking'on curricu-

lum,spending a great deal of time making all kinds of course-changes and

improvements in the area of social studies. I think of the pattern of

what has happened in social st dies over the last fifteen or twenty years.

What was done was to, in fact, elim nate the European history course in

favor of something called "world cultu,es." This was done. for the very
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laudable motive, it seems to me, of helping our students to be more aware

of-what's going on in the rest of the world and to become less narrow in

their viewpoint as they react to otheX cultures. But at the same time, the

European history course was not replaced with anything that gave students

some sense of the concepts within our Westernheritage. I think that has

been'a great failing in terms of where we are now. We do not insist that-

children have to know certain content.

We .also repladed the twelfth-grade program of Problems of American

Democracy:(POD) with a series of electives in psychology and sociology

\
which the students enjoyed much more than the courses in civics and econo-

mics that had been formerly offered. This pattern is not true of.all schools,

f course, because some still-have POD or comparable courses. But not very

- lnany do. I-would
-

that most of. the suburban schools or schools that

have spent a good deal oftime on curriculum have in factdropped that parti--
DU

cular program. They have a, pattern that runs somethinglike this: World.:

cultures in tenth grade, American history in-eleventh grade, and social

science electives in twelfth grade. ,Even in the seventh through ninth grades

the old civic course3 tend to have been pushed-out in favor of other kinds

of programs.

Therefore, if you look at what has been wrought in terms of' curriculum

change, ,'you will find no place where students would have any kind of. required

and-concentrated study of their. government. I recall that when I came to

\ .

% '

the particaar suburban school system I mentioned earlier, the students had

perhaps too much atudy, of the U.S. Constitution., But when I left that sy:
,

:tem, they had virtually none. And I suspect that this pattern has been

repeated in a number of school districts. Now the results: of this pattern

1" are -reflected in the..NAEP and other testeCores.

IT) rt
se V
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'Am I saying that a social studies program ought to be completely

oriented toward government or toward. factual knowledge, such as the capital

of the state or the three branches of government? No But I do think that

if students don-'t get that kind of factual knowL2dge base, then we are in

very serious trouble.

Now, I don't think that the probleM necessarily lies in the courses

that. we offer. We probably do not have to go back again and redo the courses

themselves. But what I think we must do is to find out what it is that we

want students to have in order to function as citizens in our modern Ameri-

can,,technological society. What is it they need to know? What is it they

need to be-able to do?

We have made a start on this task in Pennsylvania through Project--8..

For the last year, in twelve model districts (city, rural, and suburban)

across the state, Project 81 has been asking thousands of citizens the

question: When a student graduates from high school, he, should be able to

We have literally hundreds of

thousands of responses from all seg ants of the citizenry, telling us what

.
they want their children to be able to do.

At the same time we are asking the, State Board and the Intermediate

Unit Beards of Education. to take a look at the Quality Goals of Education

set 'for the state and then express in very general and broad terms what it

is they want the educational program in the Commonwealth to do.

Those two efforts are now complete and we are trying to link the two.

As a result a new citizenship goal is being drafted. In the first draft

'form which has-now been accepted .by the State Board, this goal reads:
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Quality education should assure that every child learn the history of the

nation, and understand its systems of government and economics, and

acquire the values ar'. attitudes necessary for responsible citizenship.

The change here is mainly in emphasis. The previous goals stated the

attitudes and habits of citizenry but did not accent the cognitive part in-

cluded in the new goal, the knowledge base-that I think has been lacking in

a number of our programs.

At the same time Project 81 came up with literally hundreds 'of responses

concerning what students should be able to dO when they graduate. The re-

sponses included such items as: use voting procedures, meet tax responsibil-

ities, select candidates for public office, use governmental services, under-,

stand documents,and interact with other individuals and groups, This base of

competency statements will noxibe_examined over the next three or four months

to determine-the kind of knowledge and skills that students will need in

order to be able to do these thingS, and further, the kind of.attitudes we

want students to have as a result of these learnings. So the end product

Will be a goal statement and a series of perhaps fifteen or so competency

statements encompassing skills, knowledge, application of the'skills and

knowledge in like-role situations, and attitudes-- 'all-thdae things we think
T'

students ought to be able to do or to know. ThoSe statements will, in fact,

be the charge for the school district as one of the eleven major goals of
_

the school system:

Now, how does the effort that Bob Schell and the department have launched

in terms of-'21ooking at citizenship eduCation fit into'the picture? Well we

are not assuming in the Project 81 effort that we are necessarily going to find
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all the answers in the twelve model districts, although we do think that

it is a substantial community base and very representative of what is going

on across the Commonwealth in terms of the views of the citizenry., What we

would like to see is a concurrent effort on your [the Citizen EdUcation Com-

mittee's] part. We are anticipating the fact that there will be an accent

and a need and a priority given to citizenship. We have now a group in the

Commonwealth that is beginning to take a good look at whatever it is we come

out with in terms of.the goal and.competency statements in the area of citizen-

ship education. We would like this group to give its substantive input to

the final goal statement which will come probably in January of next year,

and at the same time to try to anticipate what kinds of needs the schools

have in terms of implementing-these goal and competency-statements not in
--.

..

.

-the_sense_that we would mandate what should be done, buefin the sense that we

...Th.:

would provide a strong leadership role. We would say, "Hoi.es what we think,
---.,

,needs to be done in the progiams across the Commonwealth."

I would plead with you [The Citizen Education Committee] to consider two

things. One is that the schools need a better balance between the knowledge

_

base--and the-application, of the_ knowledge, in real-life situations. John

Dewey talked about the problem in education of framing major issues in either/

or situations. But when he said that we needed. to do more to give students

opportunities to apply the knowledge and skills they learn ..in-content areas

-to-real-life situations, a number of people unfortunately took the'balf and

ran with it. They acted as if you didn't nped any study in the content areas

and you didn't need to develop any skills. Somehow the knowledge and skills
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would all develop naturally as you were involved in making maps, going

out into the community to visit fire stations, and the like. Obviously,

that didn't happen.

I think we have to be very careful in what we do to avoid getting

--into an either/or argument. I remember that the State Board, in beginning

its discussions of all the goals and this one in_particular,.was divided

Into two camps. One was saying,"We just have to study the history and

the rest of it will take care of itself," and the other group was saying,
0

"We have to get these kids out into the community and give theM the experi-

ences they need as a citizen if they are ever going.io function effectively."

But what happened through that whole discussion process is what I hope will

happen across this Commonwealth` as we get further into-the-matter-of-what

citizenship education should comprise. The two camps began. to realize that

both their positions are necessary. It is not an either/or matter. We have

simply got to give these students an opportunity to gain a solid knowledge

base about their heritage and about their government and their economic sy-

stem. But at the same time there must be built into the program opportuni-

ties for these children to apply those skills and knowledge, both in simu-

lated experiences within the school and in real-life situations outside the

school.

The second thing I would like you [the:Committee] to, consider is the

need to give students some framework within which to develop. their,aWn_citi---

zenship skills. I thipk the best frame of reference we have is, in'fact,
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our Western heritage as it has been-expressed in the Declaration of Inde-

pendence and in the Constitution, and perhaps we should also bite the bullet

and take a good look at our religious heritage, something we have tended not

to do for a. variety of reasons over the last ten or twenty years. .

So then, my plea is for a balanced approach to the whole issue of,citi

zenship that would, include a strong knowledge base as well as opportunities

for application of skills in addressing the affective' parts of citizenship.

And secondly, I urge that we address directly the whole, issue of how you

interweave the value structure of the Western heritage for students to use

as a basis for determining for themselves how they want to 'function as a

citizen. My hope is.that you [The.Citizen Education Committee] will stay

with this effort, help us'in setting the goals, and competency;'statements

for the State Board, and help us to determine what kind-of leadership role

the State ought to play in very important area of citizenship.

A NEED FOR. ACTION/SPECIFYING OBJECTIVES

Following Dr. Manchester's address, Robert Schell, c.;nior Social Studies

Advisor to the Bureau of Curriculum Services in the State Education Depart-
,

ment as well as chairpersoh of the State Citizen Education Committee, spoke

to the participants concerning the societal problems that have brought about

a call to reinvigorate 'citizen education in the state. He concluded by out-

lining the activities-which the-assembled-group might'attempt to carry out.

The text of Dr. Schell's remarks follows.

Last week I met with a. group of State Department of Education people

to discuss how to fOresee'relating'to::CitiZenship education It soon became
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obvious that citizenship is such a broad and pervasive topic that it is

very difficult to put one's finger on it. We found ourselves discussing

whether indeed we should try to deal with a task like defining."citizen-

ship."
-

But there does seem to be a general need for education inthis area.

It's interesting; I have been in social studies long enough to have seen

the pendulum swing back and forth. Every time there is a crisis,,there

comes a call to reinvigorate citize education in some way or another.

Let me pose the problems as I see them that have brought about this cur-.

rent demand. Some of them refer to the lack of a knowledge base which

Frank Manchester mentioned; some refer to other areas.

Number one is the increased discipline problem, vandalism and crime

as an aspect of our present society. I've been out of the classroom for

seven years and it is really difficult for me to relate to the real prob-

lems that are occurring in the schools today. But I know it is a very seri-
:.

ous problem that is spreading from the cities outward; I think the cycle is

almost completed. Citizenship education does have to do with behavior pat-

terns and therefore is related to this problem.

Secondly is something that schools have very little to do with_and yet

it'-has a tremendous bearing on citizen educatibn. That is the disenchant-

ment with politics. The National, Council for the Social Studies (NCSS)

findings e few years ago showed that over 50 percent of the youth thought

the political leadership did not care, were dishonest-, etc. Pennsylvania

politics seems t- support this contention in spades. I could go on and on .
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with examples, but you are well aware of the situation, whether it's Water-

gate or the Marston affair or whatever it happens to be:

Third are changing family patterns. We do have this; there is no

4doubt:about it _We_have_many, many,more-women-working,--We-have many.,

many more families where there is,only one parent involved. You have some

patterns in which there are no parents involved, just the peer group sib-

lings.

Another problem is the 4athy that is existent,. maybe as a result of.

this -- the withdrawal syndrome. Children are turning to drugs, to reli-

gious cults, co what have you, any escapism that exists.. It7.'s awfully easy

today to look for that escapism.

Fifth, our society continues to be mobile. I saw something the other

day that indicated mobility hasn't decreased a bit; in fact, maybe

increased. There was a very interesting little program on 60 Minutes last

week which showed some mobile homes and asked, "Why aren't they mobile?

Just the people are."

Then there's television's effect. PeOple will say, .110h, no" to that'

and there is a_great-discusalonhack and forth. But it's not juat the crime

And violence on television; it-'s the fact;thattelevision has becoMe the

babysitter. Now there may be positive. as well as negative effects, but

that's:a fact.

There is the depersonalization of our society. I work'in a bureaucracy

and it's depersonalized. Schools have increased in size, but there size is

not the only key; it is the fact of how this building operates. I tend to



emphasized illthink -- and this is a fact that was social studies.' we

tal structure.

tional Asses

in the schools,have to 1Pok_at the entire environmen

Then there are the low EQA and Na sment scores which

3?

Frank Manchester already mentioned.
.,--

,-
I?'

hasthere 1.,-Now because of all these reasons, t -een a ground movement

around the state and the nation. I attended a citizenship conference

sponsOred by USOE a year ago last September in

The National of Social Stu-concerned with these type problems.

Kansas City, which was

Council f So Stu-

dies has a task force with a priority any of`citizenship euucation:

fyou attended the first meeting of the Alliance

in Philadelphia,

CitiZen Education,an

attempt to form a national organization which was not

with communityjust composed of edu -rs but dealt groups, labor repre-

sentatives and others.

ecbi_So there is increased concern for citizen
-cation.. But there's

.another factor, too. If we just go back and attempt to resurrect
Problems

that .hOf Democracy courses and other programs of nature, that is not the.

answer. I was editor of books and --eOUldn't concur with-several-POD 1-

definingthe course, tracture, but inFrankTmore that the answer is not in

what is meant. I always felt that we could go,out and k someone off, the`p c

Street and come into most POD courses hold the bull sessions we had.

They really were not the answer.

JThere are some new movements in the
oencation -itself I think

there arewe have to take icogniiance I won 't elaborate

somewhat
of leaderPennsylvania has

on them, but.

law-related education -- in which Penn beeil,someW

-- and global interdependence, are speakingwhether we ---,king of the economic, the

environmental, the sodial,,the political\or the foreign. policy aspects.- -

!'There are concerns of-all citizens- And there-4p
arlothet---M-ajOr move

7



moral values education. Frank_mentioned-thafdat that we were concerned

in the Griginal EQA test with attitudes and values. There is a whole

host of approaches to this area But in our-pluralistic society, we

still have to have some commitment to aome basic democratic principles,

bath individual and group. Principles such as human dignity, justices_.

political integrity, and equality of opportunity. And the Kettering

Foundation Survey indicated that 79 percent of the parents Wanted moral

education, despite the fact that we have heard things to the contrary in

the press. Lastly, the social sciences have brought forth some ideas that-

we have to deal with: the economic realities, such'concepts as power,

Sovereignty, authority, consensus, compromise, socializatiOn, freedom, and

decision making. These are concepts from different social science dis-
J

ciplines.

.Now, what is the importance of your involvement today? I hope that

we can.redefine or start to redefine the scope of citizen education, not._.

just as a concern of the social studies, although this may bathe keystone.

It-also Involves a larger commitment of both formal and informal education

-- the school and the community. One of the reasons for this meeting is

to.attempt to bring attention to this need for citizenship. education.

I.also think it is important that we look at citizenship education

not just from the view of not ather/or, but'that we look at alternative

programs. -There may be more than one reason,eand there may be more than

N
one answer-.

And finally,-thisgroup hopefully ca'n serve as a Coordinator of acti-

vities of local, school and community activities, and of state and

national .activities. These are some of-the things that we mope will trans-
--

)Lre with our small groups today.

3:3
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MORNING SMAWGROUP SESSIONS

-This portion of the program was introduced by Russell A. Hill, Senior

Research Fellow of the Citizen Education component of RBS. Dr. Hill

first clarified the role of RBS in the state citizen education effort and

in the conference, by pointing out that it is not the task of RBS to:de-

fine citizen education for the state. Rather, the task of RBS is to facili--

tate and to assist the state department of education as it moves into the

area of citizen education over the next several years.

The participants were then divided into ,two groups. One was Chaired

by Galen Godbey, Special Assistant to the Secretary of Education, with

Nicholas Sanders, Research Coordinator for the CE component of RBS, serving
ti

as recorder. The other was chaired by Elizabeth Haller, Social Studies

Advisor in the Bureau of Curriculuivd.Services with Suzanne Root, Survey Coor-

-dinator fort;the CE component of RBS, serving as recorder. The principal

task of the groups was to attempt to define what is meant by citizen educa-

tion by stipulating what were their concerns in this area and what objec-

tives they thought should be included in a citizen education program.

There was general-consensus. that a citizen education program should be:

1. Relevant. It should appear to be realistic to the students

and should appeal to their interests.

2. Flexible. It should provide options for local districts and

schools with choices availablecin both objectives and actual

programs.

3.- Inclusive. The program should extend through all 'the years

-of schooling. It should seek to involve 'parents and the
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community and address itself to developing skills and atti-

tudes as well as knowledge.

4. Integrative. It should seek to integrate the many diverse

elements that are part of citizen education, including knowt

ledge of legal documents (such as the Federal and state con-

stitution and local charters), knowledge:of local and state

as Well as federal government, decision- making skills, values

education, and the implementation of the democratic princi-,-

ples of cquity, justice, and ratiOnality.

The objectives generated by the groups covered the following areas;

1. Knowledge base in law, political structure, and social, .

tical and economic issues.

2. Planning, inquiry, interpersonal, and decision-making skills..

3. Development of positive attitudes toward:. those in authority,

and of concern and respect for all Other persons.

4. Understanding of the rights and responsibilities of indivi-L'

duals, of economics, of government operation, of basic national,
A

state and local documents, and of the basic concepts in the

social sciences needed to analyse society.

5. MUltiethnic.studies.

6. Global-education.,_:.

7. Community participation.
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PROMOTING CITIZEN COMPETENCE

,The guest speaker for the conference was Richard C. Remy, Director

of the Citizen Development Program of the Mershon Center, Ohio State

University. Speaking on "Promoting Citizen Competence," Dr. Remy offered

eight for use in designing new approaches to citizen education

and raised three questions which should be considered in such an effort.

His address is given below.
6

It's hard to know what io say to a widely diverse and knowledgeable

group like yourselves; so what I will try to do is to pull together a

number of things that I think we probably have floating around in our col-

lective consciousness. But before I start to do that, let me say that work-

ing on problems of citizenship education, in my judgment, is somewhat like

trying to climb a mountain. You can see the goal sort of fuzzily-in the

distance, you can see where you want to go, but how to get there is really

a very difficult question. You start to climb one route and you discover,

-although it gets you up a little way, that it's a blind alley. Then you

have to go back down a bit ard,try another route. That. other route may

get you a little further toward your goal, but again it turns out to a

blind alley. Over time and by successive approximations, you keep at _t,

hoping that eventually you will reach that goal and that. as you get closer,

it will become more clear to you. But there. certainly aren't any easy

solutions.
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The other thing I want to say by way of preface is that I come from

an organization called the Mershon Center, which is a social science

research and development center at Ohio State. 1 direct a little program

there called the Citizenship Development Program. What we are trying to

do is to serve as a bridge or a link between the university community and

the world of schools, the world of practice. ._Cur fundamental assumption'

is that both have something to learn from each other. Indeed, universi-

ties.generate new knowledge about the human condition, and the schools have

something to learn from universities.

On the other hand, universities have a great deal to learn from_people

in the world of the schools. So we try, through a mumber of activities, to

ildge this gap between the world of the universities and the world of.the

schools. It's from the basis of that experience that I want to talk tq

you today, as wellas from our experience in developing curriculum materials

and working with various groups like yourselves.

With that as preface, i want to talk about two things today. First,

I

I want to suggest eight criteria for the work you are going to be doing in

the'months and years ahead. And second, I want to pose several questions

for which I don't have the answers, but which I think may mate an important

difference in Your work if-you think about them. Let me begin with the
-

criteria.

0_



CRITERIA FOR NEW APPROACHES TO CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION

1. New approaches to citizenship education should make good use of

existing materials and resources.
,,

This first criterion that I want to suggest is onej won't spend very

much time on. Quite simply, I thiO. that as you design,new approaches to

citizen education, you'should remember to make good use of existing mater-
.

. A
--ialaand resources. You know this as well as I do; so.thia is really a

reminder. DUriwthe sixties-and seventies some very good curriculum mater7

-ials-in the areas ofsocial studies and citizenship were developed. I

think that you want to try not to reinvent the wheel or spend your time

4!)
in:areas where there are goad materials available. The sort of information

-gathering and research that RBS is doing will help to alleviate that prob-.

-.1emi.because they are going to be compiling information about existing

materials,.. programs, centers and organizations. So,simply by way of a

reminder, don't forget some of the good things that are already out,there.

2. New approaches to citizenship education should strike.d.balance.

. This second criterion is really sort of a reminder too. I added this

one after I heard what your Commissioner:had to' say earlier. And I was

Illtlad to hear it reflected'in the small groups. It is, try to strike a

alance: We are constantly swinging back and.forth.in education.. We seem

to need to do things by extremes. Either we're. doing all moral education
. .

or we are doing-all legalistic, institutional education, or we are doing
.

all affeCtive education. Yet we know that competent citizenship involves

blend of all these things.

tti



I think it is particularly difficult to strike a balance with the

narrow legalistic conception of citizenship, that is, the citizen is one

who votes. Voting is important, but we all know it is only one aspect of

good citizenship. It is sort of what Fred Newmann. calls.the Good Scout

sypdrome, with the citizen .(male or female) evidencing theattributes

found in the Boy Scout Creed:,, that i the citizen is clean, reverent,

loyal, etc., etc. I am not against those as qualities of citizenship,

but the danger is in defining citizenship as everything and therefore it

becomes nothing. You have to strike some kind of balance between these

two extremes, I think. It's easier said than done, but you really should

pose that as a criterion for yourselVes. When you are developing programs,

ask yourselves periodically, where are we on this potential continuum?

Have we-inadvertently drifted off so that in effect what we are doing

really represents a very legalistic, narrowly focused approach? Or, is

what we are doing sd'broad that everything is relevant and therefore there

is no way to distinguish Citizenship from anything else?

3. New approaches to citizenship education should enable children and

adults to see the political in their everyday lives as personally meaningful.

With those two reminders in effect, the third criterion I would like

to suggest to you is that new approaches to citizenship education should

enable children and adults to see the political in their everyday lives.

That is, the approadhes must be personally meaningful. I think that this .

kind of criterion excludes, then, any view of citizenship that simply
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equates politics with government or the formal institutions of government.

When we take that approach in our citizenship education programs, we are

really saying that citizenship is an adult phenomenon that children or stu-

dents can btudy, from a distance and for which they can prepare, but in

whiGh they cannot participate as citizens until they reach adulthood. .Then

they can vote, they .can work in campaigns, they can pay taxes, they can

run for office; in short, they can be citizens. When you. take that approach_

to thinking about citizenship, it is very difficult to devise programs

. which are personally meaningful for students.

There was some talk earlier in the group meeting in the back of the

room about the Importance of state government, and I couldn't agree more.

State and local government is terribly important for people. Yet, it is

difficult to sit down and think about how you are going to, in-any way

.that excites them, teach seventh graders abou't the responsibilities of the

judiciary committee and the state legislature.. Yet, it'is important and

can affirt their lives in many ways.

Now, I am not going to try to suggest answers on how to make a linkage_

--:between the.personal experience of aseventh -grader and the judiciary'

committee and the state legislature. But I think it can be done, if you

think creatively about it and if you look at citizenship in a way that I

am going to suggest in.a moment.

To ask you to follow this criterion is, in effect, to say that the

political world of the students you will be dealing with has at least two

parts. The first part is what we normally think of as adult politics.



We know that our students are aware of the larger adult political world.

They are aware of it because they read the newspapers), they see television,

they hear their parent-s-)talking at the dinner table about how the gover--

nor's a bum or the-gOVernor is great, or of how.Carter is wrong or right

about this or, that. The kids are aware of these things. They knowthat

all these th:Lags are going on. They hear about them. This is,'indeed,

part oftheirpolitical world.

But there is another part which I think traditional civics prograts

have ignored. That is what we tend to call the natural political world.

This is the politics that are found in students' everyday lives, when.they con-

front problems of governance. How do we govern our classrooms, how.do we

govern our school, how do we make rules for our club,Alow do,we decide when

somebody new comes into our neighborhood whether to include. or exclude

thee, These are problems having to do with group governance, with howthe

various groups to which a student belongs manage themselves. Theitre
,

political in a very fundamental sense, and this is the other side.of the*

political world of students.

What I. think you ought.to do is to try to find ways to merge these

--two sides so that. you can use the students'. everyday political experiences

to help them understand the larger adult political world. For example, take

the phenomenon of decision making as a basic task of citizenship. Everybody

has to make decisions. Now, students make decisions in their-everydaY lives;

and I think you can move from teaching them ahout decision making in,their

.veryday lives-to teaching them about the fact that,people who manage the

cps which we call the United States, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,



The State of Ohio, and the City of Harrisburg also make decisions. And

in many ways, the fundamental elements of decision making are the same:

When the Mayor,makes a decision, he/she has to think of Consequences,

think of alternatives, set goals,, and so on and so forth. So I think

there are ways to move back and forth. You need, to try to do that if

you are going to make civics programs personally meaningful.

4. New approaches to citizenship education should, build competence

with enduring tasks and tensions.

The fourth criterion I would like to suggest is that new approaches

to citizenship education should develop people's competence with what I

:would' call the enduring tasks and tensions of citizenship. I noticed in

the group meeting in the back, for example, a list of goals that was

posited for citizenship education. I think the goals are very sound

"understanding the legislative branch of government, understanding the

national government, understanding economics, understanding moral develop-

ment, understanding . " 'My question is, what is this understanding

supposed to be for? How is it to be used? My suggestion_is-that-ii'

should be used to help people become more competent with the tasks they

. face everyday as citizens and which are inescaRable.

Let me give you just a few examples of tasks which I think black

people, yellow people and white people, -rich people and poor people, dumb

people and smart people all face. People face the task of acquiring valid
.

and reliable information about political issues and problems that they

,confront. And that is becoming increasingly difficult as we have this



information.explosion in our society. For example; I try to make/some sense

out Of the barrage of statistics and data I get from other people arguing

about-whether social mobility in this country is increasing or decreas-

ing. . How do I get the information to make.a decision about that kind of

actual claim? Where do I acquire information about that?

A 'second sort of task is'making moral and pragmatic judgments-about-

people and public issues and politics.:. Everybody that task. Some

people may handle it competently and others may handle -it incompetently.

Rich people may have more resources to deal with that task than poor people.

but the task is inescapable.

A third basic task of citizenship is taking action in political situ-

ations. At some time or another in their lives, unless people are living

rs hermits, they face the challenge of trying to influence the decisions

of others. Whether it be to,influence the state legislature to change the

speed limits on the highways,to.influence one's neighbor not to put up

_

that. 17 foot or to.influence President Carter-to realizethere.is a

coal shortage in Ohio -- those tasks are inescapable.

-SO what I want to suggest to you iS that good citizenship education

programs should focus on building competency with these kinds of tasks.

Then they should ask, what does someone need,;_to know to acqUire reliable,

and relevant information? What does someone need to know to influence

political, actions? Indeed, I would argue that you. need to know a great

deal about the legislative process if you are going to exerciseJmfluence.

Even if you are not going to exercise influence, if you are only going to

,
exercise sensible judgment,.-you have to have some basic understanding of



the legislative process. But, I want to.suggest that you first think in

terms of tasks and what it is that people have to do out there. Then

apply what we know from the social sciences,:what we know from history,

and what we know from everything else to helping people with those tasks

and tensions.

By "tenaions",I.mean a set of enduring dilemmas that are inescapable

in our social. life. Let me give you three examples. One, under what:

conditions. should I as a citizen of a family, or as a citizen of a city,

a nation, or as a citizen of a global coMMunity, be proud and loyal of my

group, and when should I be critical.? There are times when loyalty is

called for, and there are times when criticism is called for. This was

a real tension in citizenship during the Vietnam War.

. A second example: under what conditions should I as a citizen comply

with the laws or the norms or the rules of my group and support its poll-

deal authorities -= whether they be the principal or the govermir_or the

President -- and-when should I defy the rules and authorities? Again, a

very basic tension of citizenShip. One final example: under what condi-

tions should I, as a citizen ofi-a group, actively participate in the poli-

tical life of the group and, if neceSsary, sacrifice for the common.goqd

and when should I assert my privateness Or withdraw?. There may be times

when the most sensible thing to-do as a citizen'is to get out, get away,

withdraw, don't participate. And other tlmes, the best thing to do for

both one's own benefit and the welfare of one's group is to 'participate.



I'm not suggesting that we provide-students with the answers; I'm sug-

geating we equip people with the knowledge and skills to cope better

with these tensions.--

5. Nev_approaches'to citizenship-education_shauLd-recognize tkat'

incrieasin:q globate.int-efidipenclencei:Changihe nature of citizenship..

This fifth. criterion I.wonit say as much as I would like to aboUt--____

because you have a real expert in.your midst in the. person .of.Bob Schell,

who has done a lot of work with and who has a strong interest in global

education. I think he'll be a real resource person for the group over

the months ahead.

But it is really terribly important to.recognize the increasing global

interdependence. It is changing the nature of citizenship and it is af-,

fecting citizenship. 'Harlan Cleveland wrote that we should recognize

that global interdependence is not something to be for or against, but a

fact to be lived with now and reckoned -.with in the future. So I think in

this country we are past the-days when people were debating whether inter

dependence.was a.good thing or not, as if they could do something-.about

it if they concluded it was not good.

The question is, what are the implications offinterdependence in de-

signing citizenship education programs? I would say at a minimum the

implications of global interdependence are that people now confront- those

enduring tasks and tensions of citizenship,. which.I mentioned earlier, in a

global or internationalized context. Longshoremen When they decided not

to load grain on ships bound forkussia were making What we mighi-tall



individual foreign policy decisions. They were coping with the task of

citizenship, making decisions:in a global or, interoa tional context

The second implication I would suggest

_ _the ways in-which our own cities and states

world, mean that citizenship in our city or

something apart from global citizenship A

is that local global linkages,

are linked to the rest of the

our state or our nation is not

recent example can be found,

'at Ohio University. The Board. of Trus tees of Ohio UniVersity recently voteci

to withdraw all university investments with firms dealing with South Africa,

That,i6-a foreign policy decision made by a local
group and 'it had nothing

, .

to do with the national government.of

-Kissinger.or withCyrus Vance. It is

individual citizens. And it wouldn't

the United States or with Henry

a foreign policy

be made, I would

an increasingly globalized context:

_ Programmatically,.I am sgoing.to suggest something

decision made by

say, if we weren't

which is a lot harder

to do than to suggest---rthat is, in the future I think we have

___intuse_a_global perspective across the board in the curriculum.

to do because we have this sort of ice cube tray situation in the

haveto put

i

All our courses are slotted and if we something new in,:

a couple of days _ principal wasto take one cube out. Tor example, ago a pr

telling me that the State Department of Arizonaha recently mandated a

semester of free enterprise instruction for eighth nd ninth grades in

theirArizona. All the principals are tearing r hair out trying to figure

out how to do that. The problem is that if/a free

something else has 'to come out.

enterprise cube goes in,

47,



,I would suggest that for some subjects and topics, that is perhaps

appropriate. But it is not appropriate for global education because we

are dealing with :a phenomenon which is of a different order; logically

_

and empirically, than free enterprise education That is imp&tant,in

its place, but this is a different type of phenomenon and it calls, I ?

think, for an infusion across.the board in the curriculum-to the extent

that we can do it. It's easier said than done, but I will deal with' that

problem when I move to the next criteria.

6. New approaches to citizenship education should recognize that

citizenship is becoming more complex.

As a sixth criterion, I think new approaches to citizenshipleduca-
/

tion should recognize that citizenship is becoming more complex. Let me

put it simply. Our country was once a very simple society and today we

are a very highly complex society. As social complexity increases, the

lEask'of, citizenship increases in complexity. As the task of citizenship

increases in complexity, then citizenship education becomes more prob-

lematic and challenging(' There are a lot of factors affecting the groW-
,

ing complexity citizenship. Some were mentioned here this morning:

changing family patterns, increasing social mobility, the ma s media, the

whole information explosion. Big-government is certainly another. Ameri-

can citizens are increasingly becoming consumers of-government services

at all levels -- local, state, and national. I think the growth of govern-

ment is most noticeable at the national level,but it is occurring at all

levels.
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Let me give you ome examples. While our:nation's population has

multiplied 53 times in the last 185 years of our history, the number of

federal government workerS has multiplied 1500 times. A year's spending

by the federal government in George Washington's first term would only

pay for about seven minutes of federal expenditures today and that',s with

inflation coverage. In spending last year an amount equal'to almost one

quarter of the country's total output of goods and services, federal govern-
-

ment workers wrote about 772 million checks.

These are some interesting illustrations that indicate that govern-

went is indeed growing. And as government grown at all levels, the task

of citizenship becomes more difficult. Take the task of decision-making,

\\\\\for example.
Acting as consumers, citizens in the 1790's didn't have to

ace nearly'the range of complexity of decisions that'their contemporar-

face today. Not'only must a citizen today. decide which auto loan terms

are b tter,.but the citizen must also decide whether to buy a small car in

support of the:President,!_s_energy-policy and-national program or whether----7---__ _ -

to buy a larger car. The citizen must decide not'onlywhether to purchase

saccharin, hut'also whether decisions by the Food and Drug Administration

\
-whatever that is or whoever those people are 7- limiting the use of ssccha-

\

rin-because of supposed cancer risks, really apply in their situations, or-
\

whether the Food and:Drug Administration is right., in the first place'. Citi-

zens who buy a lemon must not only cope with the task of dealing with the

dealer who sold them the\lemon; but in all likelihood they are going to be-
\

come embroiled in dealing x,4th both local and state government consumer pro-
\

tection agencies.

I think the point is obvious. The government is increasingly intruding

u our lives.. not making a normative statement whether that is good or
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bad; I'm trying to make an empirical statement that it, indeed, is making

it increasingly difficult to be a citizen today. I think we see lots of

indications of this. Why are we hearing so much about alienation and

cynicism? I think it has a lot to do with the fact that people are having .

problems coping with big government at all levels.

7. New approaches to citizenship education should redognize that

citizen education' involves com lex rocesSeso human develO ment.

The seventh. criterion that.I want to suggest to.you as you develop

new programs and approaches is that these approaches should 'recognize

that citizen education involves complex processes of human develcipment

in learning. Again, I am not telling you something that you don't know;-

I am trying to emphasize something that, you already know but shOuld keep

in mind. Let me suggest four facets of this that I think are important.

One is early learning. Quite simply, the process of becoming a citi-

zen doesn't start. in ninth-grade civics. It starts much earlier in life.

Certainly from your point of view it starts in kindergarten. I'm not going

to suggest that therefore we need a citizenship.education slot in the kinder-

garten curriculum, but we do need to work at the elementary school level as

well as at the high school level. It's harder to work at the elementary

-school level because those folks aren't like us. I mean, it's like working

with a foreign culture. They are different, they are little, they are in a

different stage of cognitive and moral development----They think differently,

they.have different interests, and, so on. It is much easier to work with-

programs for high'school students, who are really sort of younger college

students, and anyway, they are much more familiar to us. I would suggest to

you that a real challenge is to try to work at the early level because learn-

In& begins early.

C



The-second point is, from whatresearch tells us, learning is con-

tinuous and cumulative. Quite simply, political learning builds on it-

self. So what we have at grade 5 and 7 and grade 11 is a base for what

we learn later and-how we behave later. Now political socialization re-

searchers have had quite.a time'trying to draw direct linkages; so they

have gone out and !surveyed kids' attitudes .at the sixth grade about the

-presidency. Then they tried to figure out how those attitudes link with
ci

adult attitudes toward the presidency. They found that there is no direct

link, but that learning is indeed cumulative and does build on, itself.
. ,

Third, there are several explanations about learning. I won't be-

labor this; I will only point out that Kohlberg and Piaget and other cog-

native development theorists represent one school of thought about how

people learn and develop. People like Albert Bandu,za and other social

learning,theorists represent another whole school of thought. When you

think about-citizenship education programs. in practical terms-i whenYou-7-

are hiring consultants and so on; make sure you get several points of

view represented beoause there is no one theory in human development which

explains how people become citizens and how they become competent or in-

competent.

Finally, there is global learning. That I want to point out here

is that\the process of developing as a citizen isn't confined solely to

----developing knowledge and attitudes about state politics, national politics

and family politica; Juat_as in the Middle Ages, people, were subjects of

a local kingdom, a larger kingdom, and the Holy Roman_Empire; so today we



are simultaneously citizens of

seine, the globe. The typical

tered bits of knowledge and

how a bilibecomes a law, but

other and about war, peace and

a part of citizen 'development.

the family, state, and nation, and in some

American develops attitudes and some scat-

ormation not just about local politics and

also about how nations negotiate with each

imperialism. Global learning is, indeed,

8. New approaches to citizenship education should recognize that

citizen education is not confined to schools.

My final criterion is that neW\approaches to citizenship education

should recognize.that the process is\not confined to elementary and secon-

dary schools. I think'that most of us agree in our heads with this guide-
,

line, but in effect we do riot act that way. As things stand, social

studies education and social studies educators equate citizenship edu-

cation-With schools and with schooling. Within schools and schooling they

'think of Citizenship education in terms of,what is called the social stu-

tdies curriculum,9the particular sequence of courses in subject matter,from

grades K through 12. Over the years this focus on_schools and schooling

has come to set the boundaries for what are considered legitimate and nor-

mal professional activities within-social studies. These boundaries are

hardly ever questioned. Social studies educators never think about the

implications and rarely think about their field in terms of pther'categor-

ies.

I would like to suggest thatin addition to the schools, there at

.,,,least seven other agents or shaping,forces in society that are affecting
-

citizenship education. These are: government, business, labor, mass media,

voluntary organizations, religious organizations, and primary groups.
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Government agencies and institutions at the local, state, and national

levels are involved in citizenship education. Someone mentioned earlier

that one of the 'problems of local. government, whether they like it or not,

is that it needs to stimulate citizen participation in order to obtain

certain types of federal funds. The U.S. military regularly conducts citi-2'

ship education programs for thousands and thousands of young people who

are inducted into the armed services. Citizenship education is being con-

ducted by the government.

Both busines'sNand labor have a stake in citizenship educai:ion and try

to educate citizens. Often_we don't think of this. It is hard to think

of examPles because we haven't been looking for r.ittzenship education in

these places, but they do occur. If you talk with labor leaders or people

who are in the labor movement, they are involved. The AFL-CIO has been

involved in citizenship education for years and years and years. So has

the Chamber of Commerce-, as have a:number of large corporationS with pro-
.

grams both for their employees and, in certain situations- ,.for young people.

Voluntary. associations -- let me mention one very,, quickly. The League

of Women Voters has been for years engaged in exemplarycitizenshiri-education

programs;

Religious 'prganizations -- weekly millions and millions of Americans

and their children receive instructions with.respect to moral judgment

,making and moral behavior in many ways related to citizenship, when they

= getend, worship services.



Mass media, I think you are aware of as an agent affecting citizen -

'ship education. Primary groups also; certainly citizenship education

occurs both_in the family and amongst peers.

I think it is very important as you think about developing new
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approaches to citizenship.education that you recognize that the process

is not confined to the schools and schooling, that we know very little of

what is going on outside, and that as a matter of fact, much of what goes

on there may directly contradict what we are trying to do in the schools.

I don't know what the solution to that is, but awareness is the first

step in thinking about the solution.

In summary now, I have tried to suggest eight criteria as you go about

your.work:.(1.)__use good materials if they exist; (2) strike a balance;

(3) creat-e:programs that are personally meaningful; (4).focus on basic ;

tasks; (5) don't forget, the global dimensions; (6) recognize that citizen-

ship is becoming increasingly complex; (7) use instructional variety; and

(8) go beyond schools and.schooling.

,QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

In conclusion, let me pose three'questions for you to consider. The

first is, what in fact are the real limits of formal education in altering

the, behavior of people as citizens? Rhetorically, we pay lip service to

the proposition that schools cannot teach students everything. We appreci-

ate that people bring to their citizen roles personalities'that are shaped

by the larger culture and' such agents as I have talked about -- the family,

the government, the mass media, and so on. Yet, I challenge you to shoW me

one empirically based, reasonably precise model of just what it is the schools

carand cannot contribute in citizenship education. We really don't know.



We do have some glimmers. It seems that schools are more effective

in imparting knowledge than attitudes. Political socialization research

seems 'to indicate that social studies programs, at least, have had very

little effect on student attitudes, whereas they do have some effect under

certain conditions in developing student knowledge.-

\
We also do not know which institutions in society, whether they are

the schools,',the family or whatever, are the best "carriers" of which

parts of citizenship education. I'm not suggesting that you find the

answer to this question, but I am saying that it is a question which

really makes a difference. I think that over the years the schools have
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attempted to take on increasing numbers of responsibilities:, They have

become responsible for all sorts of things .:hat they were not originally

responsible nor. In some sense, maybe the time has come to try to\reverse

the trend, and say, Wait a minute. We can't do everything in the schools,

but here is what we can do best because we are the institution in society.

that possesses a particular set of resources. Now we don't really possess',

a whole lot of resources -- this is just hypothetical -- to develop stu-

dent's moral capabilities, although we possess some. But we do possess a

lot more resources to develop students' knowledge, whereas we don't expect

that many parents are that knowledgeable about the Intricacies of the

national government or about federal policies. We will handle that part

the students' education, but we can't handle some of these other things

because we are just not suited to do that. In any case, ..I think that those

are the implications to this kind of question.

The second question is, what would your role andadtivities.,pok like

if you redefined your interest in citizenship eduCatiOn to include educe-

Lional activities related to each of the sectors involved in cit zenship

;:ticn today? Not just the schools, but the government, famili
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mass media, voluntary organizations, business and labor. Let me suggest

three very specific programmatic activities that are not to my knowledge

being attended to by anyone in your position and in which I think Penn--,

sylvania would have a chance to occupy a national leadership role.

C.le is the coordination and monitoring of citizenship education

efforts involving the different sectors of society that I just mentioned.

We know that fragmentation and duplication characterize citizenship edu-

cation today. We know that people involved in school -based citizenship

education really know very little about what is going on in the other

sector of society. You could develop the expertise to provide leadership

in the coordination of school and nonschool educational programs. As

experts in school-based citizenship education with a very legitimate

access to the schools, you could design programs which could coordinate

more effectively learning activities within the schools with those in

other sectors of society.

My second programmatic suggestion is research on citizenship educa-
.

tion in nonschool settings. The call for more research can always be a

real cop-out. We don't know what to do; so let's research the problem.

However, really significant, long-term improvements in citizenship educa-

tion are ultimately going to depend upon' our expanding our research effort

to the total process of citizenship education, not just.to the segment

that occurs in the schools_. I would like to suggest very ,qui,ckly two or

three research questions. One, we need some contextual mapping.
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literally do not know what is going on. I challenge you to find anywhere in

the literature of social studies education so much as a description of citi-

zenship education programs in anything other than the schools. You can't

find it because it isn't there. We have no idea what is going on. Second,

we need research which evaluates the effectiveness of such programs. How

effective is the League of Women Voters program? What can we learn from it?

What might they be doing better? Third, we need to assess the relationship

between efforts' in school and those in nonschool settings. What interactive

effects are there when a student becomes involved in one of the new YMCA

programs that link one city with the rest of the world and when that student

undergoes the experiences he is exposed to in school?

Finally, a third programmatic activity might be the development of

adult education programs to build citizen competence. Why is it that we

think we have to teach everybody everything about citizenship before they

graduate from high school? To give you one example: We know that a signi-

ficant number of people, at some time in their lives, are going to become

'involved with the local courts. They did something bad; or they did not do

something bad but somebody thought they did. Now, I think there are a lot of

good legal education programs around and I think c Jhould be continued.

'But why do we think that a legal education program in the ninth grade is

going to help some poor soul who is 35 years old and. all of a sudden is

arrested. First of all, anything you'learned about the courts is going to be,

changed. Court structure has probably changed; the building is downhere

instead of over there, and so forth. Secondly, you'have to have a very high

have remembered most of what you learned about the specifics of how to

n



protect yourself in the legal system. I'm not dumping on the legal education

programs. What I am saying is, there is a need for adult citizenship educa-

tion. As society becomes increasingly complex, there is an increasing need

for educating olde.r_cItizens when they need the education. That is, there is

no- -mason for me to learn a lot about the local court- structure unless I need

to learn. But when I need to learn, there should be a program available.

Another example is, how to access health services. We need programs for sen-

for citizens, teaching them as citizens how to get better access to a variety

of state, local and federal health programs that are available. One can

think of a number of topics like this. I would really hope that you would

at least consider them as you think about developing new approaches in citi-

zenship education.

One final question, do students have the same motivation to develop

citizenship Skills as they do to develop reading and writing skills? Peer

pressure is enormous on kids. "Hey,-; --he dan't read! He's a dummy." "Hey,

he's in the bluebirds (instead of the redbirds) reading group." But are

those peer pressures there for something called citizenship_skills? "Hey,._

he can't make a decision." "He doesn't know anything about local government."

I've never heard a kid say something like that.

What I'm suggesting is that if the_answer to that question is, no, the

motivation is different, then maybe we'need to reorient some of our thinking.

Maybe one of the big challengeS-.in citizenship education-today is 'to dev4p

student motivation to learn, and if develop the motivation, a lot of the

learning will take care of itself. The kids will learn. if,they.are motivated



to do so. So maybe some of our emphasis in citizenship education should

be shifted to motivation.

Citizen education is a continuing challenge and over the years I

think we have tended to give it some of our very best social thinkers.

People like Plato, Aristotle, Locke, Rousseau, de Tocqueville, Jefferson,

Dewey and others have thought very seriously about citizenship education.

So I would suggest to you that you are in very good company as you work

on new approaches to citizenship education in Pennsylvania. Good luck:

A discussion period followed Dr. Remy's address, with participants

addressing themselves to many of the points which Dr. Remy had raised,

but most especially to the motivational factors he mentioned. It was

suggested that society itself must make clear that_out of its own self-

interest it values citizenship skills as much as reading and math skills.

Another participant suggested that sending students into the community

to practice the skills they had been taught might serve to increase moti-

vation. This comment in turn suggested some stumbling blocks to such a

practice. Among these were:scheduling problems, students who criticize

the organizational structure of the school or other institutions in the

community, and community attitudes toward having students sit in on com-

munity meetings and operating sessions of local government. The question

was also raised as to the purpose of citizen education; is it simply to

transmit values of the past or is it to help new standards, and values to

evolve? And concurrently, what might happen if the values which-emerge

from the teaching of citizenship skills are not the values of the students'

f ilies'and/or peers?

6
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Possible answers to these questions included the suggestion that the

schools might extend their citizenship education programs to the students'

parents, presenting them in evening classes. Another suggestion was that

schools should welcome community participation in the Schools in order to

break down the walls tha,_ exist between the school and the community.

School facilities could be made available to the public. People might be

more receptive to students in their midst if they had a more positive

attitude about their relationship to the schools.

AFTERNOON SMALL GROUP SESSIONS

Following lunch the two small groups met again, this time to suggest

strategies for developing a statewide effort in citizen education and to

brainstorm tasks which might be involved.

The strategies which were suggested included the following:

. 1. Deal with the relati(Onship of state to local districts by

a allowing a wide latitude of choice among objectives,

values, and other aspects of a citizen education program.

b. agreeing on common basic documents to be studied in

citizen education programs

c. urging that some directions be followed which are con-

sidered more common and more important and leaving other

directions open to local option

d. mandating a general statement concerning citizen educa-

tion and allowing the local districts to fill in the

specifics.
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2: -Enlarge the- membership of the state citizen education committee to

include representatives from other sectors of the community, such

as business, labor, voluntary organizations, and various racial/

ethnic interest groups.

3.. Integrate the citizen-education effort with the backtobascs/'

trend but be careful not to tie it to any current fads; rather

allow it to build a case on its own merits.

4. Involve all segments of the community in all committee efforts

from conceptualization to implementation.

Initiate research into those resources in the community available

for or engaged in citizen education.

6. Enlist state legislators in the citizen education effort by, help-

ing them to identify their role, providing them with information

and lobbying for their support of citizen education.

The tasks that were brainstormed covered a wide and varied range, of

activity. Some of these tasks were:

1. Build a framework of what constitutes citizen education knowledge,

skills and dispositions.

2. Develop a definition of citizen education for Pennsylvania that is

based on input from a broad selection of participants and that

encompasses the concerns of-;those participants._ (Local districts-
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could then select from thatydeL tion those parts that address

local conOern,s.).
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3. Hold a statewide conference involvingpersons in labor,--business,

and other sectors as well as educators to show what is now going

on in citizeneducation.

4. Develop pre- and in-service teacher training programs in citizen

education.

5. Hold public hearings on citizen education.

6. -Create a stUdent-group,similer to the FFA called Future Politicians

of America.

7. Notify related legislative and other-groups about the work of the

state citizen education committee.

8. Obtain a source of financial support for the work of the state citi-

zen education committee.,

9. Create a Joint Council for Citizen Education outside of the State

Department of Education.

10: Develop a long-range plan to include the relationship of citizen

education to other areas of the curriculum, the evaluation of out-

comes of planned tasks, etc.

CLOSING REMARKS AND DISCUSSION

A brief commentary on the report of the two small group sessions was

offered by Robert Schell and by Barbara Presseisen, Director of the Citizen

Education component at ABS. Dr. Schell noted that in both of the small

groups -there had been great emphasis on the balance needed in new approache's

to citizen education, a' balance between cognitive and affective approaches

as well as a balance among approaches directed to developing knowledge,



skills, and attitudes. Dr. Presseisen noted that there is a need for a

guiding group in citizen education which would represent the official

education establishment in Pennsylvania but which would also go beyond

education and reach out into many areas of the community. Such a group

would need a long-range plan, but there are communications tasks in which

it could start to engage at once through conferences, public hearings,

surveys and other studies.

Dr. Manchester then delivered some closing remarks, responding to

_issues raised by the small group reports and the commenta_

His remarks follow:

I think Bob Schell'

on them.

idea,was that we should get people together
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---representing the various educational organizations in the state to get some

sense of how you feel_you_might participate in the process of dealing with

citizenship education in the Commonwealth.- I_have gotten some sense of

what you are concerned about. I think, however, you cannOf-operate as if

you exist in isolation. All projects of this kind in the Department now

are being plugged into the combination effort of the State Board and Pro-.

ject 81. It's a two-way flow. Project 81 and the staff of the 12 model

districts do not exist in isolation from the Department. They have to listen

to, and be cognizant of, all the projects,that are going on. We hope that

the soon to be gotten off the ground citizenship project, along with other

programs that either have been ongoing or have started recently, will deal

with what educational programs in the state should look like. On the other

hand, it seems to me that a group like this needs to draw from what Project

81 has been able to do and will be doing over the next few months. I noticed

/
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that you talked about interviewing a whole lot of people. Project 81 coor-

dinators and staff have spent the last year interviewing, in groups and in-

dividually, literally hundreds of thousands of citizens within the cities

of Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Erie and Laneaster; in a number of Bucks County

districts, Upper Merion and other suburban districts; and in a number of rural

districts. These interviews asked citizens of all backgrounds what they

wanted the schools to do in citizenship education and what were their major

areas of concern. What comes out of that sill be a goal statement and a

set of competencies which will in fact__provide the framework for the next

couple of years in terms of what. we will be doing in this critical area of

citizenship education.

What I would like to see this group do is to provide some input to that

goal statement and the competency statements which will be put into their

final form in the next seven to eight months. And then, I would like you to

make suggestions as to what the state can do in terms-of its present program

or in changing that program in order to deliver on that goal and those sug-

gested competencies. In fact, I would like you to say from your own back-

grounds how well we are doing and what does the state need to do, not to

mandate, but to provide leadership in the area of citizenship education.

This morning I think I talked a little bit too much about the knowledge

component.. I feel equally strongly about the fact that the school exists

as a .community and teaches a lot to children outside of the social studies

classroom, as well as within it. One of the-areas-that we are very interested



in is the discipline study, which started out as the student rights and

responsibilities study some three or four years ago. It seems to me that

there we have some golden OpportUnities to reach children in ways they are

not being-rdached in the adult world. It is my feeling that the adult

criminal justice system and the juvenile justice system in a sense are not

working very well. The same problems exist right now in the school justice

system. In the adult world the person is paroled time and time again. In

the schools the parallel situation is that the student is suspended over

and over again. The same kinds of alternatives that the judges are looking

for to handle the seriously criminal or the seriously destructive person

are simply not in existence. In both sectors there are the same problems,

the same concerns, the same lack of even-handedness and fairness. It does

seem to me that the schools, Which up to this point have been able to con-

trol their own discipline situations, could set up a system which perhaps

the adult world could use as a model; a system in which we could administer

justice fairly, where there could be alternatives for the students, where

justice could be both fair and firm, and where rights could be recognized

but responsibilities also enforced.

One of the proposals that I made to the superintendents was that we

address the whole question of the way kids feel about public property. We

might do this by having as part of the high school experience the requirement

that they participate, at least for a portion of their time, in the care of

public property -- school facilities, the school building, or some other

public property. I have had experience, and maybe some of you have also,



in schools w :e there wasn't enough money'for custodial service for them.

I was told that in Philadelphia during the custodial strike at the beginning

of this school year tat most of those buildings were better kept during the

strike than they were when the janitors were there, simply because students

and their parents pitched in and worked.

We haven't tapped that kind of citizenship responsibility in our school

efforts for a whole variety of reasons, but it seems to me that a citizens'

group of this kind could begin to point the way not only to a stronger know-

ledge component being offered in the schools, but also might address the

'whole question of)how the ,...chool operates as a community and as a model, a

learning experience for our students. I would hope that this group would

get excited about doing that.

One of the things that I will be looking for is that with each of the

eleven goals of quality education that the State Board is determining, there

will be some leadership effort on the part of the state to deal with each

particular issue. With each one of these goals, I hope that we will have

groups comparable to-this as we begin to generate some leadership on the

part of the state to impr ve instruction.
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OVERVIEW

The Citizen Education component of Research for Better SchOols,'Inc.

(RBS) is developing a partnership with the -statewide school improvement.pri

grams in the tri-state area.of Delaware, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The

purpose of the partnership is to develop aad implement citizen education

programs in the three states that w L1 enable students to become more effec-

tive participants in democratic society. One of the first joint efforts of

RBS and the State Department of Education in New Jersey was a workshop en-

titled "Toward. the 21st Century: A Workshop on Citizen Education." The

workshop was convened by Frank Falconieri, chairperson of the New Jersey

Citizen Education Planning Committee, and was held on April 26, 1978, in

Princeton, New Jersey. In attendance were members of the New Jersey State

Department of Educatiion, members oCthe Citizen Education component of RBS,

representatives from other educational and public service organizations, and

representatives from industry and community groups in the state.

The objectives of. the workshop were:

e : To explore the need for and the possible scope of citizen educatibn;

o To develop tentative objectives for citizen education;

To explore the interest in establishing a statewide commitment to

citizen education; and

o To generate ideas concerning procedures for the creation of a state-

wide citizen education effort.

,Through intensive work in the small group sessions, the.objecti,.Ves of -the

workshop were met successfully. Those persons attending expressed a consensus



as to the need for citizen education in thE state of New Jersey and a coM-
\

mitment t working toward meeting that neod, A list of objectives for citi-

2en education in New Jersey was formulated and a number of ideas for bring-

ing about a citizen education effort thr Cn"2.hout the st:it:,

In the pages that follow are a transcr,ption of the acidres!zes p asela

at the workShop (slightly edited for the pfinted page), a report on the .work

done in each of the two small group sessions and a report of the.-Fttitiallation

presented at the end of the workshop.
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The participants in the woksh.op (.:1comett Frank Falconieili,

chairperson of the New Jersey Citizen Education Planning Committee and Assis7

Director-6r the Offce of l'iannang je.y

went of Education. The text of Dr. s remarks is given below.

Welcome to the first of what we hope will be a series of state workshops

dealing with a range of categories and topics in Citizenship education. To-

.day's workshop has been structured to bring together persons from many groups

in NeW Jersey, including induStry, private and public agencies, and advocacy

groups, to talk about citizen education. We hope that you will be able to give

some direction to the State Deprirtment of Education and the State Board of Edu-

cation on citizenship and the responsibilities of citizenship and citizenship

education.

Although many of us feel that we probably know what citizen education is

all about -.- we all had civics courses in high school and have participated

in various kinds of community activities -- in reality thetopic is not

easily understood or easily fathomed. Citizenship education has been thought

of by some as political in nature or as legaldn nature by others. Lately it

has taken on some environmental qualities, and some advocacy. and equity

-qualities as well.

Actually we are not quite, sur0 what citizen education is supposed to be,

-but we do know it is an important topic. We also know that we need to tap

the resources of Ncw Jer.;,:y tip, rcouLc. c:> of out: re,;ourccs

of our decision-makers. Thnt is why we have asked you to cone and be with us

this morning.



One of today's a:_:tivities will ft:01cp wale: ti

citizen education in New jersey_ 141P ah-;0 tf' sc tne staae frir a
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ing task force that can help us put to ether fl-,'eyear master plan fot

citizen education in this state. Sc) by the end of today we should all have'

a good sense of where we are now eie

Dr. Falconieri then introduced Fred ''en:-Le, Commissioner of Education

for: New Jersey, who spoke concernang the need for citizen education and what

the nature of a program in ciD-.17.n Dr. Iirr's

follows.

Your concern today -- citizenship education -- is one that is persol:uily

very close to :11c, can 1 mc.y no:be, able to he really ubjt.1(_Live

My background is in political science and I have taught in that field in this

country and abroad to many year:;. I was also involved in: guvernin from a

political point of ,iiew In Rhode 7_13116 and in New Jorr,ey f:ten over these

years I have reflected about the nature of civic order and about what citizen

ship means.

The authority of the s:'ate :is enormou:;. But recently we have seen that

-authority taken in rebel hands in country after country. In many areas we

have seen a breakdown of ord,:s , or the willingne!;!; to obey. Now ohvioti

ly, civic order is net dept : Y:ulely on frrce. It can't be. There isn't

enough force -- ther ar,!n't available. By and largo,

the exercise of the stat. 's authority is with consent. And it is a consent

built upon understancruth,._1r than ou ft_ir. In other words, you 8t01) at a

red light not solely primar.ily because you know you will be arrested or
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otherwise punished. You stop becatise tha yaa don't, that

if nobody stops at a red light, then von and ()the,: people might be killed.

Underlying that understanding is a kind of human cohesion which is

terribly important. We say to ourselves "There but for the r.race.of God

or Allah or Buddha go E." herefore, i.i. is n?! Oka:. 1 mi;ht-gEtt:

killed if I go through the red light, b,J': that somone else might get killed.

This sense of the brotherhood of all humanity, however, is not genetically

innate; rather, it is cuLturally acquired. T say this because of some ex-.

.periences I had in Africa.

Many years ago in Uganda I spent some time with a certain small tribe.

The members .are wonderful pc-ople who have deep sense of obligation to all

tribal members, but they do not have any sense of obligation to anyone who

is not a meMber of tnoir Therefore, if a fellow tribesman is hurt

or in some kind of trouble, they have compasion to the oint of sacrificing

their own lives. I have sef,-; them do this. But on the other band, if the

person is not a member of tiwir-tribe, they might find his discomfort amusing.

is was with a member of this small tribe once when `we heard someone cry-

g. in pain in the deep grass. We stopped and at first I-was almost ill.. The

man. had been speared and IJeedin badly. I thought ,my reaction was natural

for anyone, and it is true that my compa',ion was also terribly alarmed -,- until

. he found ,t that tin wa ci. not a member of this tribe. Then he was amused,

literally amused, at the mrol'F; olighL.

Other experience _th=lt =t haJ :nd my reading is phijoSophy and

poetry for that matter, have further e.onvineed me that this sense of obligation

to other oeople 15 not innate; that it i sor,othini; that must he learned.
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Furthermore, I am convinced that this sense is th:1, very basis of civic order

and I am concerned that there seems to be r.vidence indicating that this

fragile sense of obligation to others is breaking down.

It is not breaking down only in the way which _._,r:sc: f ..,ight point

out: the crime in the streets or the tendency for -Dersons to identify with

gangs or other groups to whom they feel more responsibility than to society

as a whole. It is also breaking down in the area of public service: the

willingness of people like Agnew or .Nixon to-say-that everyone is in public

service for themselves, therefore it is my right to milk it for what I an get

out of it. That may work temporarily, but it doesn't work very long because

the whole structure will fall apart.

Further evidence of the breakdown of this sense' of 1,uman cohesion may .

be found in election results. You might expect that the way people vote would

reflect their belief in the brotherhood of humanity, their desire to do what..

is in the best interest of all. But it doesn't work out that way any more.

In loCal elections referendums Co raise funds to build schools are defeated.

We have schools in New Jersey which arc on double and even 'triple sessions be-

cause of this. In other elections-it has b_en dciaonstrated that you cannot

-pass any bond issue when senior citi;:ens oppose -it.. -You can't get -the state

-).egislature to put money into the cities. And it t:7 v_ary-4f1Licull now to get

an- educational budget passed at cithr the state or the local level.

This breakdown of human cohesion is a breakdown of what I call the civic

order. It is a spiraling kind of thing that feeds on itself, and I don't

think that education as it is. today will turn that spiral around. In fact,'

I am. convinced that the sp iral will no lL he turned -around without fundamental.

. changes in'education. And because we arc, educators, we have a responsibility

on our hands.



I recall a book that I read many years ago, an early Freudian interpreta-

tion of what happens to civilizations and societies. It contrasted the evolu-

tion of the fascist society in Germany with the evolution of a relatively

democraticsociety in England. ..The author began his study with the early

nineteenth century when there were relatively comparable political, social,

and communal institutions in both societies. Then he identified a small

happening that became an irritant which changed German society. As a result

the family structu e became relatively authoritarian; then the schools became

authoritarian; d then the political structure became-authoritarian. He in-

dicated that this spiral led inevitably to a facist, chauvinist antidemocratic

society in Germany.

The author then identified a different small happening in history that

became an irritant in English society. That too led to a change in the family

structure, to greater promiscuity, and more children. It also led to more

freedom in the schools, more freedom to teachers, and.to more freedom in the

universities. Finally, the political system became increasingly deMocratic

and haa_been-perpetuat-a that-way.
-

The specific irritants which were mentioned are_unimportant today and I

dul_t_:_know-t--rat- accept the irritants theory. But I do think that the trends

which move society in a certain direction tend to feed on themselVes, in the

-way the'author outlined, building up a mementum that is_ very difficUlt to

cope with Or. reverse. One of our problems is that the momentum affecting our

/ society is already on a rather rapid d'ownward spiral. We have, got to find a

way to build into our educational system an irritant that will begin-to turn

this spiral around. Then hopefully there will be an upward turn. It is clear



we are not going to do this alone. But on the other hand, I don't think it

is going to happen without us.

It is amazing, when there is a surplus of resources around, how magnani-

mous we all are. -We are prepared to say, "Sure we can change. Cie can do more.

for the blacks." You say, "What is it going to cost me? " And we say, "It

will cost you nothing because there is a surplus of resources." So I.say,

"Fine, I want to do everything I can. I love children. I want_you to spend

that money; I want you to use those resources.".

But in an era where the resources are clearly finite, the only way to

distribute those resources is to redistribute them. And that means that some

1 .le have to give up some of what they now hold. At that point we have to

redefine and develop powerful arguments and strategies to maintain the status

cuo. I think we are at that point now._ We are-entering a postindustrial era

which_tonds-to-bring out the worst in people. We begin to see some of the

social rains of the 50's and 60's being-threat-eYff-G--For example, our concern

___:_now---rstiot so much desegregation in our schools-as it is resegregatton.

In .many ways we are fighting a holding action. We are trying to distri-
.

bute the resources that are available to the cities and trying to provide the

cohesive glue so We don't fly apart into tribal clusters. But no one wants
.

to pay for that glue because it has to come out of someone's hide. Many

people don't want to. They are more_Inclined to take the resources and use

them to build defensive mechanisms such as police forces and structures that

tend-to hide reality from people who are not well-educated.

Now, let me'sum up. The civic order, which iS based on a sense of human

cohesion, is in a downward spiral, heading toward a breakdown.. This sense of
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cohesion of the brotherhood of all humanity, however, is learned and it is

learned through educatin.. "ThereforeT-education must be changed so that this

/

value is taught. /

At this point I/would.like to consider what is the vie2Lling of education.

I think that everyone involved in education has an obligation to deal with

To me, education is a quest for human dignity. This may be an egotisti-

cal thought, bit there is something about the nature of man that is unique

and Unusual./ Unlike any other creature, man has dignity. By that, I mean

each person is unique. There is no other existing organism exactly like any

one person and each individual occupies a special place in the universe.;'

-is a place that-no one else occupies. That fact attaches extraordinary worth

to thdt person. Education to me is a process wherein we help the individual

to first identify his or her own worth, his or her own sense of uniqueness

and pride, which I sum up as dignity. .
And in that process, or course, one

then comes to appreciate the value and-worth and dignity of others. You

/can't really have respect for other people unless you feel some feSpect-for----

,.this question.

/ yourself.

Now that is what education is all about and to me that is what citizen

education is all about. It begins with self and is an ascending process

wherein your sense of self-worth and. self-value leads you to respect and

appreciate the dignity and the worth and the uniqueness of others not only

in your group but also in groups outside your own.

It in as if we are all members of small tribes and it is imperative

that education somehow or another. indicate to us that we are also part of.



a larger universe. Education must help us to develop a sense of dignity

that transcends our small tribal unit; otherwise we will.not survive. This

is why I perceive of citizenship education, not only as the traditional

learning of one's obligations within the. more orthodox but readily perceived

__political structure of one's country, but also as the perceiving of one's

sense of obligation as a human being to an interdependent world. If one

reads the words of Christ or Mohammed or Buddha or Moses, it is all there.

It is all the same thing. It is the Golden Rule and somehow or anOther we

have got to find a way to incorporate this message into the education of

Children.

And if there is_anything-to my analysis that there is a spiral moving

in a downward direction, then we have got to find the kind of irritant-toturn

that spiral around and stop.its downward movement. I think the conference

that is scheduled here today, the "M,wing Toward the Twenty-first Century Work-

shop on Citizen Education" is the beginning of_that kind of irritant here in

New Jersey. So I want to wish you well for what I think is a terribly im-
_-

portant_meeting.
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Barbara Presseisen, Director of the Citizen Education component of

Research for Better Schools (RBS) spoke to the workshop participants

concerning the role of RBS in New Jersey's citizen education efforts.

0
text of Dr. Presseisen's remarks follows:

Our combined task today is a welcomed one. Research for Better

Schools, the laboratory Dr. Burke referred to and formally welcomed to

New Jersey, is pleased to join the New Jersey Department of Education-in

'sponsoring this meeting. I thank Dr. Burke for his cooperation and for

the opportunity to meet with you.

When I called the Nassau Inh to make arrangements for this con-
,

ference, the woman at the salesofficeasked what corporation I repre-

sented. I said Research for Better Schools, She replied that we

certainly need a lot of that.

I am sure you know about the. New Jersey Department of Education.

Perhaps you are wondering about the work of Research for Better Schools.

It is my responsibility to tell you about our laboratory. I am Barbara

Presseisen, the Director. of the Citizen Education component at RBS. 1

would like to tell you how our laboratory is going to work in partner-

ship with the State of New Jersey in the area of citizen education.

RBS is one of 17 nonprofit research development laboratories and

centers spread across the United States. Its history goes back to



the mid-1960's. RBS began its research in curriculum development areas

and now engages in various activities:of 'technical assistance, primarily

in the region of New Jersey, Delaware and Pennsylvania. We havetworked

with schools. We have developed materials. We have trained teachers

and administrators. We have worked on various kinds of educational

research, evaluation, and dissemination in these three states, as well

as in many places across the country.

Our basic funding is primarily from the federal government. In our

work today, the National Institute of Education is funding this confer--

ence through a grant in the area of f.tizen education.

Our major mission is to work witlx ew Jersey, Pennsylvania and Del-

aware in implementing their own state improvement programs. We need you

to be proactive as taxpayers, citizens, and members. of the organizations

you repr,:sent in the ::.ate of New Jersey. Through Frank's work and the

efforts of the New Jersey Department of Education, we are trying to find

out what you want to take place in the schools. Then it isour job to

help deliver such a program in terms of responsible education research

and development principles. In many ways we are just beginning to

scratch the surface of that work.

Some of the things that Dr. Burke mentioned are really pedagogical

or psychological questions. Hew, in fact, do children learn values? How.

.do they bedome eager participants, in a positive way, in society? A.

little later this morning we will llear Dr. Irving Sigel, an expert in

child development, discUss some of the value formations that we are_con



sidering. But these are really difficult questions and there, are. many\

difficult questions to sort out, in terms of deciding what a program

like this is going to do and how we are going to do it.

Our citizen education program at RBS began in December of la,;t. year

We are just completing the first preliminary research activities in our

workscope. RE: believes that we must have a knowledge base at our cowman

at least in terms of what is known and what kinds of information are

available on the development of citizenship. There are eight members of

our staff who work in various ways on this knowledge base of citizen

education. They collect and produce a variety of materials that we think

is important to our potential clients, the people with whom we work in,.the

three states.
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We have been' tracing the history of citizen edulation and we have

found, through a conference of some of the most outstanding American

scholars in that field, that various historical peri ds have each

redefined citizenship.

Whether it was patriotism or AmericanizatiOn

theory that .guided these various historical periods

the melting pot

they have had

'different visualizations of what schools or societies should be doing in

the area of citizen education. RBS will soon publish these historical

papers as part oflour knowledge-building activity.

We have also; developed , working definition of citizen education,

which you will find in your folder. We raise questions not only about

what citizen education is, but al.:;o about what are its CoMponet.t parts,
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and how are they manifest in real perzormance. Thule are many who say

citizenship means everything tcl !everyone. We feel we musIt not only

define citizen education, but also determine what objectives such a

definition'must serve, Thus, we have completed a study of c:hjectives

in citizen education acrOss the-!couctryi in terms of what people, state

educational !agencies, and vari!,)us civic oizanizations hallo. set J5

their goals for citizenship. One of our jobs today is tO set some

beginning goals in citizemlli.p education for the state of New Jersey.

We have also looked at the historiCal basis of past cjtizeu education

efforts. RBS is engaged in the study of related instruonal materials

1

and has examined energy mateLiPds, environmental materials, global

education materials, and law-related education materia . Teachers don't

really have to make anything new. A world of produCts already exists;, But

to know about them, to know if any of them are any goed or if they

are effective with students i.5 another question. .Do they work? Do they .

teach? ,Do children like them? Do they meet the stated objectives?

RBS is !frying to answer those concerns.

WC have been gathering' information about measuring and assessing

citizen educatinn. Again, Litelle are more questions than there are

assured answers. Measuring a child's .value system, finding out whether

he or she is inclined on._. w:_Y: or another in terms of a disposition or

is a very difficult: task. In conjunction with that, we have

been looking at'the variA_aes of learning. What,,in fact, and how, in

fact; do you learn ci 'What e%pcIdence h 1p. children learn?



What teaching strategies can we expmtne which eeem t c t-11 most

promising for the goals we set?

We have also collected a compendium of information about organizations

and people concerned with cit.J.zer deyf_JopTt..

tristate region we deal with and ncrc th.t counry as coll. It Is

amazing again to learn how much material been developed, how much

energy is expended, and t'ho nurhr of people who re working

in this area. Through private organizations, through businessesand

through public agencies, there is an enormous effort concerned with

what is citizenship or ciLizin development for children. Whether it is

the'YMCA,or the Boy Scouts or some other organization, they all have

that common concern. Very few of these agencies, however, are systemati

cally studying the effects of their-activities, at ieast not.in terms

of what really happens to youngsters involved in these experiences'.

We think that these effects need to be studied.
/

RBS has looked at the 50 states/in terms of that is required in

their curricula, in terms of mandated activities, and state programs. We

have tried to get thesp sLntes. Lo talk with one another.

What is known about val1Us formation and the -develol:ment of,personal

.ethics? RBS has been inte'rested in affective 7ducation for many years

and many or the publiLi,,,!;you will (._i2 out::/i. are products of the kini

of research we have ,conducted in that area. citiZen Educa:ion will

incorporate that Work, and w hope,to advance it: further in Our new

tasks.

(7):---
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We are also looking at what in cla:5roc2ms right now.

Many of you saw a copy of the survey Y_.:11 ;;Eiw Jersay zs well as Pennsyl-

vania and Delaware have recently cooperated wail L:s in conducting. We ara

now getting the responsesabout actual practices and a,.:ti,,ffies in- citfron

education which are going on it ele:i.eaLary and s,,condary classrooms todai.

That information will help us plan futut: aotivities in the thcee to

as well as to build common goals with .:hat already exists.

That is that we are about in trms oC the basi.z knowledge we are try-

ing to build at RI S. I i a oundati:.n ,-r the fk.t..ur.,..1 we hope to

implement in the three states next year. We will become involved in actual

teaching sites with real schools, real teachers, and real-communities.

The activities of research 7ind development at those sites will be based

on questions and concerns that the people in that community want to ex-

plore. Citizen Education must begin with what the people :involved in

that particular site want to do. By people we don't mean just the school

community. We Mean the whnlo community in which the school exists.

We hope. to locate some other sources of funding for the site research.

Programs like Title 1V -C or other kinds of federal research can bring funds

in for such special study, personnel development and for technical

assistance. That is what we see as our role, and that is what, at the

moment, the NIE is wiliin Lu a potemini.model for change in

this important are...

There is one ot.hcr aspc- Lhai. i:..TortanL and 1 mention it becau!,e

it involvos other poopl v:1,.) arc wo:Ai with We have a stiite committee
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in New Jersey, as we have state comittees in Pennsylvania and Delaware.

In these committees, people across the state with various interests and

backgrounds are able to help shape policy and decision in the citizen

education program for 6heir. state.

I think one of Frank's interests today is to identify people beyond

the New Jersey Department of Education who want to he involved in such a

committee or task force and have input into its work from a larger, state-

wide perspective.

To that group, RBS. brings not only its abilities and professional

skills, but also the resources of a technical resource panel whereby we

are able to tap the talent of many experts across. .the country.

For example, if we find that a statistical measurement in our testing

is very important to our research and it is different from the kind of

measurement which is done elsewhere, we call on the best person we can

find from our panel to bring their talents to hear on these important ques-

tions. We have that kind of capacity.

Just last week at the University of Pennsylvania, Dr. Burke partici-

pated in an ethnography colloquium that 'WS sponsored with the graduate

school faculty. Ethnography can be used as a research tool in actual

teaching sites.

To study the larger community .and the interactions of the many sub-

groups of a school, ethnography is an exciting possibility for educational

research. A member of Penniu faculty, and possibly several graduate stu-

dents, may be involved in the kind of ethnographic research we are. planning..



This offers us a chance to tap talent even beyond the people in the

traditional education research field.

The central question is what can be done in the field?. Combining

RBS' educational research expertise, the support of the New Jersey Depart-

ment of Eduation, and the involvement of the local site -- its teachers,

children,-even the custodian who might he a very important person in the

students' development -- what can we do in citizen education today? When

we have examined this question in specific school sites, we hope to be able

to disseminate the results of our study in a larger state program.

I want to mention some of the factors in our society that indicate

the need for redefining citizen education. It is not that we have to find

one definition that constantly works. But it seems in the American ex-

perience there are aspects that call for a redefinition of what, in fact,

a citizen is. If we only bring Plato's dialogues up-to-date and say that

it is not man- that is the political animal, but humans, we shall have begun

that redefinition.

There is the National Assessment of Educational Progress, whose test-

ing results are available every three-year period. The 1976 results have

been reported recently and they show, unfortunately, a decline in the very

basic knowledge structure about government and Lhe functions of-government

in our society. These are tests, somewhat like SAT's, that arc given to

13-and 17-year-olds across the country: The renits in this case are of

the 13-year-olds, comparing the 1973 results with those of 1976.

0 0



One of the surprising findings that came out of the 1976 test was

that fewer 13-year-olds selected freedom of religion as a right guranteed

by the Constitution compared to their peers in 1973. In terms of the his-

tory of this country, that is a very uncomfortable fact to deal with and

one that strikes me as a serious concern for citizen education,

Perhaps more disturbing is the NAEP finding that there was a loss,

in terms of understanding of and willingness to participate in, the

political process among 13-year-olds, comparing 1973 and 1976 results.

Obviously, some messages are not getting through to these youngsters.

This assessment shows some important aspects of citizenship need re-

vitalizing, if not redefinition.

Interestingly enough, there were mixed successes in terms of the

scores of students, 13-and 17-years old, in recognizing Constitutional

rights. This occurred in the. 1976 test, after Watergate and after Vietnam.

Relative to the experience of the total society, it seems to say that the

findings are difficult co -understand , and the results need to be compared

with future performance as well as analyzed in depth. That is true of

all testing in this area.

Dr. Burke mentioned already that distrust of government officials,

the corruption of politicians, disenchantment with the political process

itself, are important factors to keep in mind when thinking about citizen

education and young Americans. This is true when examining their own

antisocial perform, ,. aS well.



RBS has completed several studies on violence in the schools and

disciplinary problems in education. In my conversations with persons in

the three states, this is one of the first topics tc be raised as a con

cern in citizen education. We must examine and try to find out what are

the causes of .such violence,and how the structure of the educational

institution, or even the influence of television, contributes to such a

distorted view of citizenship.

Another factor that is difficult to deal with; yet one that affects

the political and social activities of youngsters, is the role of chang=.

ing patterns of American family life: single parent homes, :..,orkiug

mothers, later marriages. How do these developments influence .one's view

of citizenship? Do they influence actual classroom experience-or the

interaction between the school and the social development of the young?

We need to find out.

The general problem of withdrawal from social respohsibility is

also a concern for citizen education. The role of drugs, the irrational

attraction of farout religions to youth, and their view of terrorism,

are all potential areas of study when we are in the field.

One of the things we did for this conference was to prepare a pre

survey of those who-planned to attend, asking them what they wanted in\

citizen education.' 1%'e could not really group you on the basis of your

responses, as there- were too few: 111 in terms of the responses returned

.

it was interesting to note that the three areas of highest rating were

the process areas, not the content dimensions. You wanted. critical thinking,

87
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problem solving, and inquiry skills to be the focus of citizenship. That

may show that we are probably a rather biased group here today, and per-

haps we will have to work on that, but it also shoes we have a fairly

cohesive view of what we think citizenship entails.

Let me take just a few moments to tell you about your role today.

It was Frank's intention that this group should represent more than just

the schools, more than the New Jersey Department of Education; it should

be representative of the community at large. I think we have that today.

We want to hear you and to have you exchange with other members of the-

conference. Consequently, we are going to break into small groups and

move away frcm this podium for a good part of this morning and afternoon.

We hope to build an awareness of others' views. Part of our-objec-

tive is that ynu become aware of the perspective of the other persons with

whom you are, talking today. We want to develop commitment fo: the ac-

tivities that we can set together, ,aspecially the long range' goals that we

can set for the state for the ne:;.:- five years. We hope the remaining

program today will build toward these objectives.

Please enter into the process. How do we get someone to be proactive?

I guess we will have to capture you intuitively and spontaneously. But

your role today is really to be active and to talk to others, to those of %

us in the New Jersey Department of Educate and to those of us at RBS,

and to your fellow participants in the conference. Carry thi-S- dialogue

beyond the Nassau Inn in Princeton, as rarefied an atmosphere as that is.

We arc here on vacation, in a way, to enjoy ourselves in 'being spontaneous

and exchanging.

Agf'4
"4',?



sire all will go back, eventually, to the realities of New Jersey and this

region. In terms of citizenship, let us expand our views and begin to

redefine what citizen education means to us today.

89
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MORNING SMALL GROUP SESSIONS

For this portion of the program, the workshop participants were divided

into six working groups that were chaired by persons from RBS and the State

Department of Educatior The groups were led through two activities designed

-by-Clarence Lynn, Curriculum Consultant at the Educational Improvement Center,

South, to further the attainment of the workshop objectives.

The first activity was desi;ned to help group members become acquainted

with one another and to learn where each person was coming from in terms of

their views about citizen education. Each member of the group was given a

blank time line which they were asked to fill in by recording significant

events in their own lives. The completed time line was then shared with

the other members of the group.

The second activity was designed to help group members foc us on what

the future might bring forth in New Jersey in a number-Of areas related to

citizen education, the rationale being that one can only plan for the future

after one has considered what life _in the future might be like. The partici-

pants were again given blank time lines, covering the period from 1980 to

2020, and the following list of areas of citizen education concern:

demography, government policy, global impacts, energy use and impacts,

economic trends, natural resources /environment, housing, technology, life

styles, public services, legal developments, political participation, inter-

personal and social relations, and morals and value.. Tha'grn"p members were

asked to select two or three of the areas they thought were most relevant to

their own concerns and then to fill in their time lines with projections -as

to what might happen in these areas in New. Jersey-in the given time period.
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These time lines of the future were then shared within each group. The

predictions ranged from rather pessimistic to very optimistic in tone and

covered many different areas. Some of these predictions are given below to

indicate the variety of views of the future which were offered.

Demography. The decline in the birth rate will continue. This factor

will lead to an increase in the number of elderly persons in the population.

Because older persons have traditionally been one of the best organized groups

in the country and have voted more faithfully than other age levels, there

will be more citizen involvement in political affairs and citizens will have

more leverage in government.

Economic trends. Economic growth will slow down. New Jersey will become

one of the major postindustrial states, with people working in mega-corpora-

tions and with a much higher degree of technology.

Energy use and impacts. Instead of energy shortages, there will be

energy storage shortages. The importing of fuel will almost cease; instead,

we will develop 'viable fuel alternatives such as a solar microwave satellite

which will require an area for storage about the size of Manhattan.

Life styles. Life-styles will become increasingly diverse, with different

generations holding quite different values.

Global. impacts. Off-shore drilling and other energy developments will

involve New Jersey in global politics to a much greater extent. The Middle

East state will get together and arise as a superpower, as will China through

the use of Japanese _technology. New Jersey industries will become part of

the multinational corporations which will form a global counsel to ensure

world peace.
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Public services.. Because the population wil7. ba:.aven.more concentrated

in urban areas than it is now, the demand for services'will be greater. Lack

of ability of local government to provide all needea services will lead to

mOre demonstrations in the streets.

Morals and values. The future will be marked by a return to the civic

values typical of the early 1900's in the-United State$. Conservatism in

\
morals And in political and legal decisions will-increase mar, Aly.
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND CONCERNS FOR CITIZEN EDUCATION

The guest speaker for the workshop was Irving E. Sigel, Direct:cr of the

Center for Child Care Researth at the Educational Testing Service, in Prince-

ton, New Jersey.- A nationally recognized authority in the-area of child de-

velopment, Dr. Sigel presented the workshop participants with a developmental

perspective of how children learn and discussed the implications of that vr-

spective for planning programs in citizen education. The text of Dr. S,.gel's

address in given below.

I want to start off with a Very basic proposition which is not unique ,to

children, but to all of us. The proposition is that we are products of our

history. When we face issues of citizenship education, they may all

appear rational, but their rationality stems from our own personal belief

system. Thus, when we try to decide, for example, what are the core values,

in the United States, we can all come up with rational statements of what a

core value is. But when we try to list what those valueS might be, we find

ourselves at opposite ends of a continuum. So the issue. is one of becoming

aware as policy makers, as educators, as investigators -- of what our own

beliefs are.

We have discovered in some of our research that parents, for example,

vary in how they believe children develop. One parent may believe that a

four-year-old child is irrational, that he has no sense of reasoning, no

sense of logic. He just does things on impulse without any control; there-

fore, the job. of the adult is to tell him what to dO, to keep him straight.
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Another parent, however, will tell you that children have their own logic

perspective. The adult's task, then, is to try to relate these two sets of

differences, the perspective of the four-year old and the perspective of the

adult.

Now, neither of these parents is irrational: neither of these parents

is illogical. Their beliefs come from their experience and even from what

they might read.

So the question, you see, becomes, what are our beliefs? This question

enters the arena of citizen education in two ways.

One, it enters in terms of-what the content of citizenship education

should be, but I am not going to get into that. You have worked on that

issue before,:and you are going to work on it again. It is a constant issue.

But it has to,be resolved at some point.

.-But a second issue is what,are our beliefs about doing anything about ,

the content of ,citizen education. Obviously we have made one commitment; we

are here, I gather, to deal with citizenship relative to education. This says

that our State Department of Education has seen fit to embark on a citizen

education program in the schools. And we .hope.that the citizens will make

some decisions as to. what the substance of this program should be.

But then there is another question that is related. That is, if we de-
.

cide to go into the schools, how,do we go about it?. Because'we could also

'say let's-go into the homes. One could argue very cogently and rationally

that many, of the basic values of children, and of adults, have their origin

in the home. In fact, if I. were to take a psychoanalytic orientation toward

development; I could argue, quite cogently and with data, that children de-
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velop attitudes, feelings, and belief about the good -- and the origination

toward the good in a societal sense -- from the way they experience their

family. .

Martin Hoffman in some-of his work in the development of altruism or

morality, argues that the way children develop a conventional perspective

toward the moral order, or a humanistic- orientation toward the moral order,

or an external one, stems from their relationships with their parents. So

one could opt for a program in parent educationBut we have opted for a

program in the schools, which expresses a belief on our part that the school

is one agency-which is going to function as a socialization a3ency in the

arena of Citizenship education:.
. .

Now, if you look at the:schools, the schools are a community in and of
.

themselVes. They have all the trappings of government. There are people who

give orders, and there.are rules that are made, and there-are peOple who en-

force the rules.

I am not going to get into the debate about the bureaucracy of education

or its line staff relationships or the democratic nature of school organiza-

tion. There are experts who know;* more about that than I do. Everybody in

this room is a product of the system and we all feel we are experts. Since

everybody was a child and every parent was a .child, obviously we know every-
,

thing there is to know about parents and children. But the fact is that the

school is an institution with its sense of mission and its responsibilities

given. to it by a community:

Now, this becomes a very critical feature becauSe-once we acknowledge

the fact that the school has a certain kind of autonomy, but at the same
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time a dependence on its boards of education and its public, then the issue

of the content of:citizenship education gets much more complicated.

Another complicating factor lies in the school's sense of mission. The

given mission of our educational institutions is to educate children to assume

their rightful responsibilities in our society. -Therefore, the consumers of

, citizen education are the children. Yet the children are often not considered

when the content of a program is being developed.

I am very impressed when reading materials or. education. They deal with

curriculum, with objectives, with the structure of social science,.or with

the structure of biology or mathematics. Somehow the only person that was

left out of the discussion was the one that all this structure is set up for

namely, the child.. And I ask you, can you show me in the material that you

have read any -considerations- there for the nature of the organism which is

`the target of all of this effort?

So the questions then are what are the institutional arrangements that

-become-necessary for facilitating-the mission that we set out for ourselves,

and what consideration do we have to take in carrying out that mission.

Let's start by considering institutional arrangements. We have a. Board

of Education which has differential degrees of intrusiveness, depen'ding on

your community and what the hot issuesare, and we have a school professional

staff. We also have committees and subcommittees and all that bureaucracy,

but when it comes right down to decision making, although decisions are made

at every line, the decision really affecting our mission is made on 'the

basis of what happens in a classroom between the teacher and a child.



The child, therefore, becomes one very central focus.- But what do we

know about children, and why are children relevant? They are relevant be-

cause we know enough today to say things about not only how children learn,

but also what and in what form they can learn.

To start out then in this context, the child enters the school, obvious-

ly, with 'five years of history. For the Most part schools ignore that history.

They ignore what the child might already know. Let me illustrate that with.-

'an experience I remember vividly when my own son was six and in the first

'grade. It was the time of the first moon shot, and he was very excited be-

cause he saw it on TV. He told his first grade teacher about it and she said,

"We can't talk about that now; we are still on dinosaurs."

Even though the moon shot was a 'momentous event in. history, somehow it

was irrelevant to the teacher. .What was relevant that on Monday the class

started with dinosaurs and this being Tuesday, they would go on with dinosaurs,

because if they didn't, they wouldn't get to the end of the lessons by what-

ever. the set &site was.

Facetious as that incident may be, the irony of it has too much truth to

it... The understanding of children as developing organisms has to regard the

child as a continually developing creature who at age five doesn't suddenly

become something unique and different. Just because the calendar date is

December 1 doesn't make him different from what he was on November 30 or will

be on December 2. Teachers and administrators and curriculum builders must

see the child as a developing organism.

Another argument we present is that children do not grow up simply by

adding bits and pieces of information. it is not just three words learned

10u,
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at one age and five words at another and 10 at another and 20 at another. It

is not an incremental process. This is a very important problem because if

you believe in increments, yOu can just pile. the books up, going from book one

to book two, to book three and book four. The assumption is that the differ-

ence between the books is the number of words and pages. But actually it is

a qualitive difference, and I will present some examples shortly.

We have the notion that children develop through stages which correspond

somewhat to ages, and that the child starts out in early life as an active

learner and he continues this way. He has the potential for continuing that

way forever until the end reaches the child in all of us.

Now, it is very important to keep the stage concept in mind. It is a

critical perspective in terms of the mind set of educators, because as we will

see, the stage at which the child is at will define the kinc of materials and

problems and teaching strategies with which he can engage. A stage tells us,

that this is a period in the child's life which can be characterized by cer-

tain competencies and certain ways of performing.

The extent to which children at different stages of intellectual growth

differ is considerable. For example, preschool and early elementary school

children tend to believe what they see is real. In other words, the amount

of inference is minimal and appearances take on a reality. Thus, if you ask

young children about dreams, they sometiMos have trouble telling you Whether

it was a dream or a real event. Or if you ask a young child about the moon,

she will tell you, "Gee, that moon moves. It goes wherever I go."

Of course, even some adults will say, "You, kni:w the moon does go around .

the earth, because every time I move, it moves." But we won't get into the

1 n
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degree to which adults all think at the most adVanced level. We do know that

children at different ages will handle the dream issue or the moon question

differently, and it is not because they necessarily learn about the moon or

that they learn about dreams. It is because there are certain internal'

changes that occur in the child's orientation_ as. he moves from childhood up

to adulthood.

The first three years of life I am not going to go into, except to point

out thatwe know that infants think. Infants reason in their own unique way

and infants can solve problems. In other words, the human infant is not a

Vegetable that suddenly, when he or she gets to be four or five, emerges from

a cocoon and is then a miniature adult. This fact is very important because

the prototypes of infants' teasoning and thinking strategies, which are there

Very early, become the foundation for what happens later.

For example, very young Lhildren have difficulty with one of the most

central-features of intellectual growth. That is the ability to anticipate

ad plan and. the ability to use previous experience in the service of this

planning.

'Young children, are more capable of dealing with past experiences than

they are in predicting into the future. A young child can reconstruct an

experience, not accurately but in his own way, but when it comes to pre-

.

dieting the outcome of something, he has difficulty.

This` kind of example then says if you want to talk with five or six

year olds about the consequence of a moral action or the consequence of any

act, the probability is that "consequence" is too vague a concept. But it

might be vm more meaningful-for him to deal with, if you asked him to re-
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=ember what happened and why did it happen. In other words, you deal in

something that he has been engaged in because much learning in the early

years comes through involvement and engagement in action.

That concept is critical, because it says we should be dealing with

the child as an active learner, an active participant. i 2 task of education,

then, is to take advantage of that activity. Instead, however, we tend to-

treat children as passive objects. We spend a lot of time telling them in-

formation and giving them explanations, but rarely do we check to see what

they understand by these explanations. We are more concerned with the way

they bit, the-way they behave, that kind of thing.

Children can understand, however, rules Tor behavior and the rationale

for those rules, if they are properly approached. What should be done, for

example, is to allow the child to move around the room. If you begin to see

that things are not working out well after a few minutes, get together with

the child to-discuss what has happened, why did he get into an argument with

another child, for example.

Very often the argument is over sharing. Children are all little capital-

ists. They want all the equipment to be their own and if they possess it,

they don't want to give it up to someone else. So you talk with the child

about the whole problem of sharing and you get into discussions of rules that

are generated out of this necessity. So the. .children learn after awhile. But

they don't learn from the Leacher admonishing them and saying, "You will now

share and like it." Rather, they learn by discussing what the short-term im-

plications are. By s!:ort-tcrm, 1 mean like three seconds from now, 116t next

week, becaUse next week doesn't really exist for children of- this age.-
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So the point is that the children generate the rule bu_ of the engagement

in that exercise. The rule is not an arlsitrary statement presented by the

teacher; rather, it comes about because each member of the group learns at

the age of five, believe it or not, that there is a consequence.to a nonrule

situation. These children don't like anarchy, because anarchy means -some

people aren't getting any of the goodies. So they come up with a rule about

sharing.

During this early period of the child's life, around age seven, the child

does have the capility for reasoning, but in a very concrete way. Children

can see relationships, but on a very simple level. They can deal with two

-things, relating two things together, but using only one attribute. For ex-

ample, they can.understand the commonality between an American Indian-and an

Eskimo. And this kind of combining and seeing relationships between things,

provides one way for children to organize.

Very early in life children classify, but by age seven they are beginning

to-make these classifications in much more central ways. Knowing this fact

offers a real implication for curriculum. It offers a way for the teacher to

deal with the question of classification, relevant to certain issues that might
- - -_ .

be appropriate in various situations.

As the child becomes able to see relationships, a number of other things

emerge. He is able to see not only size, but varicuskinds of quantities, so
..

we have what is called serialization. Adults engage in this same activity.

We use words like "more" or "less" very liberally. We have built-in classes

that we are not always aware of. We see relationships which -are very often

stereotyped, so the process we use is no different. The difference lies in

the quality of what' the child can do.
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As adults we can handle a complex classification problem and we can

pick up at least three attributes. Let us say, we are talking about economic

systems and we want to compare socialism with free enterprise with communism.

Now, we can keep those three systems in our herds-and begin to work with them,

but the young child cannot dO that. He can only deal with two items, and

probably with one attribute of each.

During the period of roughly aga-seven to ten, the child is gratially

able to increase-the complexity of his classifications. The child can deal

with claSsification at the age of seven in one way, but if you give him the

same item at the age of ten, he will give you a new set of answers. In other

words, there is a c%ange in the quality of how he wouldespond. For example,

the seven-year-old, when asked how are a cat and dog alike, would say, they

have legs. By the time he gets to be 1p or 11, he would say, they are animals.

Now, these are both- accurate answers. They are both classifications..

Hower- one is dealing with appearance, what the child can see, and the other

one is dealing with some differential statement.

These differences, as they emerge, continue up to the time that the child

- . .

is in high school; et that age they can deal with subjects in a mire-formal

logical propositionalway. Notice that I didn't say "moi;e rational," because

one person's rationality is-another person's irrationality. The issue is

.propositional logic, where the.children can reason im what we would call logi-

cal terms.

It is also during* adolescence that young people get committed to certain

kinds of values, for reasons that are rational ii, the sense that they reasoned

them out, and also for reasons arising from their disaffection with the status

ri
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quo. For example, they may say, what is so good about democracy?, or, why

should we go to church?

These stages of development in children make a very central point to us

as educators: if the child shows different classes-of competence a_; he emerges,

then it becomes critical to gauge the kinds of teaching, the kinds of material,

the level of material in relation to his development.

But there is another point that I think is also central in the teaching

itself, which is not something that is often stressed. This is the fact that

the teacher is a mcdel and lam not talking about the teacher as a paragon of

virtue -- the Alloral person who doesn't cheat on his income tax or never goes

through a red light. Rather, I am speaking of the teacher who is a model as

an inquirer, and who can set that example for the child. Such a teacher uses

question-asking strategies to engage the child and make her or him an active

thinker. This point is critical because if the child is an active organism,

we should utilize that fact in the process of problem solving.*

If the child is engages] in patterns of thinking through inquiry, this

provides the con:7eat that we want for citizen education. I believe that we

are not talking about citizen education as a process of indoctrination. We

don't .want children to simply remember and repeat such things as the Pledge

of Allegiance. We want them to comprehend what they are doing and saying.

Thus, I argue for teaching strategiesthat engage the child through

active inquiry, because inquiry force one to examine the experienCes that

one has' had, to anticipate what may be the outcome of a given action, and

to put these things.tOgether so that one can're'flect on mere one is 'coming' .

from and reach an understanding of where one is at the present. If the en-

1 re C
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gagement and ;rte tea.:-.biLg strategy is such that it creates an orientation to

and tae habits of problem-solving, then the probability of this strategy trans-

cending the ,2,1assroom should be pretty good. This too is important because.

citizen eduation is cc,Acerned with the behavior of children not only in the

school but outside of school as well.

In summation, the issue finally resolves itself to a commitment to a de-

velopmental perspective that children are active learners; they are out to

gather data and to use the data to come to decisions. The task of the teacher

in the classroom is to employ that natural orientation of the child and to

proVide the environment which allows it to flower, because children learn from

their own mistakes. One way a child develops a kind of strategy is through

his own errors.

In other words, we are dealing with a changing child in a changing world

and the task for educators is to be able to roll with the punches. If we can

take that kind of perspective, L think then we are in a position to begin to

fill in the big issue -- which is, what the contents of citizen education

should be.
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In the second small group session, group members were asked to fo/mulate

a statement of what they thought should be the goals of citizen education for

New Jersey. To facilitate this task, all persons in each group were asked

first to list on separate cards five outcomes of citizen education which they

considered important. The cards from all members of the group were combined

and displayed. Each p'rson in group was then asked to select from the

total cards the two outcomes they pe:ceived to be most important. The out-

comes that were selected showed a wide range of concerns; included were some

that dealt with knowledge, me that rererred to attitudes,, and others that

focused on skills. A representative sample of outcomes chosen as moat im-

,
portant by members of the various groups are given below.

As a. result of citizen 'ucation, students should:

o Have an understanding of'the Constitution and the Bill of Rights as

the.basis of their sense of themselves as citizens

o Have the skills to analyze critic-A.1y issues that affect the social
O

reality they confront

o Be aware of the economic and ecological systenF in the United States

and know how their use or misuse can affect not only the students' lives but

also the lives of everyone in the nation.

o Recognize that there is a shortage of fossil euergy which must be

replaced by man-made energy devices

o Be able to evaluate the influence of mass .media

o Be able to understand and evaluate technology



Have the skills needed to communicate with others to form common

0 social goals

41, Be able to deal humanistically with others

:L06

Be able to assess their own behavior and to select alternative be-

haviors if they find-they are not achieving success

A Have a strong sense of self-respect that would be the basis of a

sense of respect and responsibility for their community.

:Accept different cultures and recognize that "different" isn't

. synonymous with "bad"

Be aware of global issues and the impact of these issues on their .

own lives and the lives of others
- .

et Be able to apply critical thinking proceSses to the problems of

public service

Be able to generate innovative alternative solutions to new sacial/

.economic problems as they arise

. . .

Be active participants in' the'political process'

Have, the skillsnecessaryto obtain government services and to make_

their voices heard by the government

'ffe able to form a community-of their peers and to regenerate a sense

Cif,. community in American soeiety

. .
.

. .

Be prepared to live as citizens of a complex and interdependent world

Be able to make their awn decisions concerning issues that arise in

their daily lives

. Be able to reason at higher moral/ethical levels
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The outcomes chosen by group members as most important were then dis-

cussed by the.group as a whole. The purpose of the discussion was to develop

a goal statement for citizen education in New Jersey that would incorporate

the elements of the-chosen outcomes. The goal statements which resulted were:

The goal of citizen education in New Jersey should be:

es To train teachers to teach critical thinking, problem solving, and

moral/ethical reasoning.

To develop critical thinking about societal problems (e.g., energy,

teChnology, racial-ethnic intoleradce) and to acknowledge the necessity for

pluralistic involvement (e.g., community, students, labor, parents, business)

and the alternative ways that might be taken to'achieve such involvement,

never losing sight of the individual's role in human rights.

To help students to acquire skills, knowledge, and varies that will

enable them to effectively participate and function as citizens in a globally

interdependent future.

To develop in students a personal awareness of another's need and

the disposition to do something in response to that need.

These goal statements were then presented and explained to the entire

workshop by the reader of each group.
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Russell A. Hill, Senior Research Fellow in the. Citizen Education component

at RBS, offered some observations on what had been accomplished at the work-

shop and its implications for the future. Dr. Hill's remarks are given below.

I would first like to offer an observation on the process of developing

objectives in citizen education. There is a mythology about the process that

I think-hurts the whole citizen education movement. The myth .is that you

can't really, get any agreement on objectives in this area; that every time

you start to discuss the subject, you wind up with conflict and disagreement.

I have watched this process repeatedly, here and in other places. I

have found that there is often wide agreement among persons representing

different groups. There may be a language problem bedause different groups

use.different languages--the language of education or the language of busi-

?ness,_for example -- but that is.a problem that can be.thrashed out. Once.

the individuals'who are working together come to understand one another's

. language, then.you begin to see an agreement devel0 as to what the ob-

jectives of citizen'-education should be. That is what has happened here

today. As you can see by looking at the goal statements from our small

groups, there is agreement. Although.we might want to expand some of the

statements or perhapeargue about the level of generality .ofinthers, I think

that there is_much 'in each statement that, we can all agree withand subscribe

to.

111
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So the myth that agreement about citizen education obiectives.is im-

possible to obtain is just that -- a myth. Because this myth tends. to re-

tard efforts in the area of citizen education, we must overcome it. I don't

know how you do that -- perhaps by involving everyone in the State in the

process -- but we mist find .a way, to debunk this myth and to keep it from

spreading.

My second observation concerns the quality of the discussion today. I

think that all of you here today have displayed a degree of knowledge about

and a sense.of commitment to citizen education that is most impressive. I

have done a lot of reading and thinking in the area of citizen education, but

I have gotten some new ideas today. I have been'enlarged by the discussions,

both formal and informal. And I think most'of you would say the same. What

I am trying to say is that although we are a small group, we are potentially

mighty. And I think that is a very positive point.

Another pOsitiVe aspect-of today's efforts is the leadership statement

that was made by Dr. Burke. I don't think there any question about his

enthusiasm for our effort and his personal commitment to citizen education.

When you have that'kind_of leadership, it provides a firm basis for further

constructive action.

My final observation, which!I also see as positive, concerns the nega-

tivism. that seems to pervade the younger people here today. That may sound

like a contradiction, so let me explain. I remember a former teacher of

mine talking .about 'Ale way you get people to change. lie called the process

'conversion" and said that the key to thitt process is first convincing people

that there is real sin. So if in our citizen education effort, weare to
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focus on only one aspect initially, it might be on the task of convincing

people in New Jersey and in our society at large that there are problems con-

fronting them as citizens. I haVe been impressed with what the small groups

have done -today in-- identifying- -the problems_that now confront-and that will

confront the people of New Jersey. The future projections identified.

problems that seem very real and very serious -- overwhelming in many cases.

But now that we have identified these problems, I think I have enough belief

in the positive-nature of people to think that we will all say, "We had

better get together and do something about these problems."

The question is, what will we do? As a member of the FIBS staff, I would

first like'to talk briefly about RBS's role in'fUture efforts. RBS's job is

t&stimulate discussion about citizen education at the state and local level,

-offer as much research and 'development support for the state and local effortS

as we can with our limited resources, and to facilitate the development and.

implementation of-citizen education models in the state. The real brunt of

the citizen education-effort, hOwever,.will be borne by your state citizen'

education committee. This committee will be doing the planning and carrying

out the program in NeW Jersey and they need your support. I hope you will

give it to them. I hope you will: act through the brganiztions you represent.

And I hope you will be ready to attend other meetings and help'us all move

toward an effective citizen education program for the State of New Jersey.

Dr. Falconieri then offered some brief closing remarks.
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I feel that part of the real job to create consciousness about the need

for citizen education in New Jersey has already begun. If we can forge a

:working task force from the people who have participated in this workshop to-

day, I think we can produce the kind of citizen education goals and materials

that New jersey requires. I agree with Russ that Commissioner Burke's'en-.

thusiasm for citizen education was self-evident. As he said this effort taps

some of his own life experiences and I think it:taps the life experiences of

all of us as well. We come from diverse backgrounds, but we all, whether in

the public or private sector, realize that this point In history we are.on

the cutting edge in terms of what direction our society.is going to take. The_

role_of education and other institutions is critical. So I want to thank you

all for your participation in this most important effort and tell you that

you will be contacted again"about future meetings on citizen education. I

hope you will plan to join us and work with the task force in promoting citi-

zen education in our state.

rr
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RANDALL L BROYLES
HOWARD E. ROW

JOHN J. RYAN
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS

(v!, ;2, 2 1978

Dear Barbara:

One of .five priority needs that I presented to the division director for

the 1978-1979 school year was in the area of citizen education. Following.

is the need statement and supporting data to justify the need: '

, Need' statement:

There is a need to develop a -12 model for citZzen.education
----curriculum for acquisition of. knowledge, skills (e.g. inquiry and

interpersonal action) and dispositions (e.g. respect, caring and-
commitment)

Data supporting need-statement:

National Council for the Socialdies_ismaking special efforts

to imprbve-Zitizeu education instruction.

Council' of Chief State. School Qfficers has concluded-that recogniz-L._

ing the need for a new level of'- citizen education may be the most

important: action the Council can take at this time;

American Bar Association has stated a renewed concern.

Puon;,results of NAEP citizenship test.

Lack .of. defined cif,i4en education in Delaware schools.

'The above need was integratod as one component of a proposed goal and:

objective prepated b,thc Division of Instruc,tion. It reads as follows:

(Continued)
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To improve the appropriateness of quality and quantity of data available

to educationa1 decision makers.

Objective

To foster thedetigfen-:--
vAing capabilities of
district curriculum
personnel.

Enabling Objective

-By-providing _them with curriculum
guides whith give the reCommefided-
scope and sequence of both content
and skill objectives in the follow-
ing areas: -energy,, citizen educa-
tion, art, health, music, phypical
education, and foreign language.

A composite listing of needs 'has further been synthesized by departmental

staff into "Proposed Goals for the Department for 1978-79". They will-be
'considered by the State Board at its meeting this week. The divisional goal
is subsumed under two departmental goals related to:

1. Increased quality of information availabte to decision-makers.

Increased student achievement.

ly,

Donald R. Knouse
State Supervisor of Social.Studies

DRK/nt
.r.

CC: .Dr. Donald H. H. Wachtcr


